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1. Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. Motivation
1.1.1. CoFeB based spintronics
CoFeB has attracted significant attention for spintronics application in the past decade
[1-6] due to its low coercivity, high spin polarization, low anisotropy, and high
resistivity. These attributions are ideal in spintronics which relies on two fundamental
discoveries: the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect [7, 8] and the tunneling
magnetoresistance (TMR) effects [9, 10].
Giant magnetoresistance (GMR) is a property of certain multilayers of
ferromagnetic/non-ferromagnetic metal (spacer)/ferromagnetic known as spin valves.
The electrical resistance of a spin valve changes significantly depending on the
magnetic alignment of the layers, which can be controlled by external magnetic field.
The phenomenon is caused by the selective scattering of electrons with
minority/majority spin polarization between the polarizing source and detector layers.
Therefore, the ferromagnetic material with very high spin polarization and very low
coercivity, such as CoFeB, is well suited for building sensitive GMR spin valves [1113].
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Since the spacer layer of spin valves is also metallic, the intrinsic resistance of a GMR
based device is low. This is in contrast with a TMR based magnetic tunnel junction
(MTJ), which is similar to a spin valve except that the spacer layer is insulating. The
magnetization of ferromagnetic layers of a MTJ can be controlled by applying an
external magnetic field. Depending on relative orientations of ferromagnetic layers in
a MTJ, the tunneling current through the insulating layer changes dramatically.
Recently, ultrahigh TMR has been achieved in MTJs consisting of CoFeB/MgO
system, with record ratios of 603 % and 120 % for planar and perpendicular schemes,
respectively [14, 15]. Beyond the widespread use in MTJs, CoFeB is also favorable for
controlled domain wall motion devices due to its high spin polarization and low
crystalline anisotropy [1, 11].
A domain wall (DW) is an interface between two distinct magnetic domains. The
movement of DW or equivalently the switching of local magnetization can be
accomplished with spin-polarized current [16, 17] and external magnetic field [18, 19].
The reversal of magnetization with spin-polarized current is induced by the spintorque-transfer (STT) effect, which was predicted by Slonczewski [20] and Berger [21].
STT originates from the spin-dependent scattering of electrons that is opposite to spinpolarization process [22]. This effect is exploited in nanowires patterned with
ferromagnetic materials and controlled domain wall motion devices have been realized
[17, 19, 23]. This concept has been suggested for the next generation stable non-volatile
magnetoresistance random access memory (MRAM) with high bit density, long
lifetime, and low power consumption [18, 19, 22, 23]. Low power switching is
particularly important to reduce heat in high frequency operation. To further lower the
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energy requirement in a magnetization switching, the domain wall pinning strength that
is proportional to the Gilbert damping constant must be diminished [24]. The
amorphous nature and the low damping constant [25-27] of CoFeB (0.006) makes it
suitable for applications in low switching power DW motion devices.
1.1.2. Nanoscale magnetic islands for biomedical devices
Nanoscale magnetic islands have been employed extensively in high-density magnetic
recording media in the past [28]. In recent years, magnetic particles have also been
exploited for various biomedical uses according to therapeutic effects evident from the
enhancement of bacterial biofilms growth in the presence of moderate applied magnetic
field [29-31]. These findings open up the intriguing potential of using embedded or
surface coated submicron magnetic islands as components of implantable alternative
therapy devices. For such applications, owing to the non-planar geometries of
implantable medical devices, the conventional lithography process for forming
nanoscale islands is extremely challenging. To circumvent the impracticality in this and
other applications, an alternative approach to form nanoscale magnetic islands from
continuous CoFeB and copper thin films is introduced in this thesis. The goal is to
develop a technique without the need of masks and other lithography steps to fabricate
nanoscale magnetic islands, and to understand and control their geometry and areal
density. The interest is to understand the diffusion of the Co and Fe magnetic species
concomitant with the crystallization of the copper. The copper grains create nanometer
size voids that are presumably filled with CoFe, creating a distribution of nanometer
sized clusters in a matrix of Cu. We are interested in determining if the stoichiometry
of the original film is preserved during diffusion since the technologically important
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properties-low coercivity and high spin polarization of Co1-xFex alloy manifests itself
only over a narrow range of x. We are also interested in studying how the resulting
nanoparticle size and distribution can be controlled by a judicious choice of bilayer
film thickness and annealing conditions.
1.1.3. Semiconductor oxide based UV photodetectors
high-performance PD is generally designed to meet the high 5S standards, i.e.
sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio, spectral selectivity, speed and stability [32], as well
as to achieve linear photoresponse with respect to the incident light power [33]. The
priority of the above performance factors for a UV PD design depends significantly on
the specific applications, for instance, a fast response time can be the primary
requirement in UV imaging, in which fast signal acquisition is a necessary [33].
Conventional UV PDs based on well-established Si photodiode, pyroelectric device,
vacuum tube, and charge coupled device are currently the mainstream in the market
[34]. However, the narrow bandgap (1.1 eV, infrared) of Si requires extra costly high
pass optical filters and phosphors to tune the Si-based PDs to the appropriate spectral
ranges and block the long wavelength response, which poses challenges to achieve new
generation of UV detection system with miniature size, high energy-efficiency and
low-cost [32, 33]. To overcome the limitation inherent from the narrow bandgap of Si,
UV PDs consisted of wide-bandgap materials, such as GaN, SiC, and wide-bandgap
semiconductor oxides, have recently emerged and developed rapidly [35-42]. The use
of semiconductor oxides in UV PDs mainly rely on their intrinsic properties, including
optical transparency in the near-UV and visible spectra, low impact to environment,
and thermal stability. UV PDs constructed with semiconductor oxides have been
4

explored mainly in the structures of photoconductor, metal-semiconductor-metal,
Schottky barrier, p-i-n junction and p-n junction, as illustrated in the Figure 1.2.1. Table
1.1 summarizes physical properties of several semiconductor oxides that have been
demonstrated in UV PDs applications.

Figure 1.2.1 Schematic structures of demonstrated semiconductor oxide based UV
photodetectors.

Table 1.1 Properties of several semiconductor oxides for UV PDs applications.
Semiconductor
oxides

Crystal
structures

Carrier
type

Bandgap/eV

SnO2

Tetragonal

n

3.6-4 (direct), 2.6 (indirect)

ZnO

Hexagonal

n

3.37

NiO

Octahedral

p

3.6

In2O3

Cubic

n

3.6 (direct), 2.5 (indirect)

CeO2

Cubic

n

3.2

1.1.4. Emerging applications of semiconductor oxides in gas sensors
Gas sensor technology has developed at a remarkable pace over the last few decades.
Gas sensors have become an indispensable element for applications ranging from toxic
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gas detection to industrial monitoring. Though numerous gas sensors based on various
techniques and materials are now commercially available, research efforts are being
continuously directed towards the development of next-generation miniaturized gas
sensors with ultra-low power consumption [43]. Among the widespread materials for
gas sensing applications, solid state semiconductor oxides (SCOs) distinguish
themselves over other competitors because they possess distinctive electrical properties
that are often highly sensitive to chemical environmental changes and moreover they
are compatible with modern microelectronics process and thus allow for
miniaturization and low-cost fabrication [44, 45]. Because of these properties,
semiconductor oxides have been widely investigated to find new functionalities of
chemiresistivity [46]. Various gas sensors based on TiO2, SnO2, ZnO, CuO, WO3, CoO
and many others has been demonstrated with high selectively and sensitivity towards
the numerous gas species, including hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon
dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), Hydrogen sulfide (H2S),
ammonia (NH3), methanol (CH4), Benzene (C6H6), Hydrogen cyanide (HCN) and
many others [47-54]. In many of these gas sensors, the functional oxides oxidize the
analyte gases fully or partially. The primary gas detection technique relays on the
change in the electrical resistance of the of semiconductor oxides. When being exposed
to gas species, the sensing oxides oxidize the analyte gases fully or partially,
modulating the oxygen concentration on the surface and consequently altering the
electrical resistance of the material [44, 46, 55].
The development of semiconductor oxide based gas sensors is tightly in parallel with
the advances in microelectronics. Therefore, current semiconductor oxide based gas
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sensors have been exploited and investigated mainly in the conventional pellet, thick
and thin film structures, which are high compatibility with modern electronic
fabrication technologies [55]. In addition to bulk and thin-film sensors, the use of
nanoforms of semiconductor oxides as gas sensors has drawn considerable attention
recently [55-58]. The basic nanoforms employed for gas sensing applications include
nanoparticles, nanowires, nanotubes, and nanobelts [55]. The higher surface to volume
ratio and smaller grain size of the oxides in the nanoforms has been shown to improve
the sensitivity of gas sensors [45, 55].
Owning to the large interaction energy required for the chemisorption [59],
semiconductor oxides based gas sensors are usually operated at elevated temperature.
However, at high operating-temperature, sensors suffer from the degradation of
material and structure due to coalescence of grains [60]. In the last decade, UV-assisted
gas senting has attracted considerable attention because of the enhanced chemical gas
response under UV illumination. UV-assisted gas sensing of semiconductor oxide
based sensor could potentially be employed at room temperature [59, 61-66], which
not only prolongs the sensor lifetime, but also reduces power consumption [67].
Moreover, low temperature gas detection also allows for the operation of sensors in
hazardous (e.g., flammable or explosive) environments. For instance, situations where
the working ambient atmosphere contains concentrations higher than the lower
explosion limit (LEL). Moreover, room temperature operation of gas sensors enables
the integration of gas sensors with Si-based integrated circuits and a completely
eliminates heating elements.
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1.2. Scope and goals of the thesis research
This thesis aims to investigate the magnetism of CoFeB and demonstrate the
applications of semiconductor oxides in gas sensors and UV photodetectors. The
dissertation research was conducted within a coherent framework of engineering solidstate thin films at the nanoscale.
This dissertation is divided into seven chapters. Chapter 2 reviews the relevant
fundamental basics of ferromagnetism and the concept of domain walls, as well as the
properties of CoFeB alloys. Chapter 3 overviews the development of gas sensors and
UV photodetectors. This chapter also provides the theoretical basis for semiconductor
oxide-based gas sensors and UV photodetectors. Chapter 4 describes several thin film
and nanostructure characterization methods, namely Auger electron spectroscopy
(AES), magnetic force microscopy (MFM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Tauc’s plot, which are used to characterize the materials
under consideration.
Chapter 5 investigates the magnetism of CoFeB nanostructures by addressing
following three questions, namely, 1. what are the surface compositions of annealed
CoFeB/Cu films under different conditions? 2. What is the role of under-layer
thickness, under-layer material and annealing temperature in determining the areal
density and size of formed submicron magnetic islands in a CoFeB/Metal bilayer film?
3. What is minimum external magnetic field needed to move a domain wall in a CoFeB
nanowire? The chapter is organized into three sub-chapters to answer the questions. In
Chapter 5.1, CoFeB/Cu bilayer films were prepared with various thicknesses and
substrates using different physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques, and annealed
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the films at different temperatures under UHV condition. A series of Auger electron
spectroscopy measurements were performed on the prepared films to conclude the
annealing effects on surface compositions of CoFeB/Cu films. Chapter 5.2 reports a
novel yet simple mask-less method for fabricating monodispersed nanoscale magnetic
islands by annealing continuous CoFeB/Cu bilayer films. The surface composition at
various stages of preparation was determined by in situ Auger electron spectroscopy,
along with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), high-resolution atomic and magnetic
force microscopy. The composition of the magnetic clusters was established by energy
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The results indicate that annealing drives the
diffusion of the coalesced Co and Fe into the Cu under-layer, causing them to aggregate
into submicron islands at the Cu grain boundaries. Meanwhile, the areal density of the
islands was found to be strongly dependent on the Cu thickness and annealing
temperature, while the size of magnetic particles was only weakly dependent. This
feature allows me to control the distribution of monosized magnetic islands. In Chapter
5.3, CoFeB nanowires were fabricated with e-beam lithography and examined with
MFM to demonstrate the formation of head-to-head or tail-to-tail DWs. An in-situ
MFM scanning with applied in-plane magnetic field was also performed to show the
DW motion in CoFeB nanowire with moderate external field.
Chapter 6 describes the application of wide-bandgap semiconductor oxides in highperforming ultraviolet (UV) photodetectors (PDs). Chapter 6.1 reports the significant
performance enhancement of SnO2 thin film UV PDs through incorporation of
CuO/SnO2 p-n nanoscale heterojunctions. The self-assembled nanoheterojunctions
were formed by sputtering Cu clusters that oxidize in ambient to form CuO on SnO2
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thin films. The morphology, the distribution of nanoparticles, and the optical properties
of the CuO/SnO2 heterostructured thin films were investigated The performance
improvements were attributed to enhanced UV absorption, demonstrated both
experimentally and using optical simulations, and electron transfer facilitated by the
nanoheterojunctions. The peak responsivity of the PDs at a bias of 0.2 V improved
from 1.9 A/W in a SnO2-only device to 10.3 A/W after CuO deposition. The
wavelength-dependent photocurrent-to-dark current ratio was estimated to be ~ 592 for
the CuO/SnO2 PD at 290 nm at the incident light power of 6.9 µW. In Chapter 6.2,
solution-processed p-n heterojunction photodiodes have been fabricated based on ptype NiO and ternary n-type Zn1-xMgxO (x = 0 – 0.1). Composition related structural,
electrical, and optical properties are also investigated for all the films. The bandgap of
Zn1-xMgxO films can be tuned between 3.24 eV to 3.49 eV by increasing Mg content.
The fabricated highly visible-blind p-n junction photodiodes show excellent
rectification ratio along with good photoresponse and quantum efficiency under UV
illumination. With an applied reverse bias of 1 V and depending on the value of x, the
maximum responsivity and detectivity of the devices varies between (0.22 - 0.4) A/W
and (0.17 - 2.2) × 1012 𝑐𝑚. √𝐻𝑧/𝑊, respectively. The photodetectors show excellent
UV-to-visible rejection ratio. Compositional non-uniformity has been observed locally
in the alloyed films with x = 0.1, which is manifested in photoresponse and x-ray
analysis data. Chapter 6.3 presents Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) studies of Zn1xMgxO

films grown by interrupted atomic-layer deposition (ALD) techniques. The

films were fabricated by alternating ALD deposition of ZnO and MgO layers up to
1000 cycles. Zn1-xMgxO films with progressively decreasing Mg/Zn ratios (Mg/Zn =
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1/1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/9 and 2/8, 3/12, 4/16, and 5/20) were fabricated for this
study. The AES results exhibit an abrupt drop of Mg composition on the ZMO surface
when the Mg/Zn < 1/3. Additionally, the surface composition ratios of O to Mg, O to
Zn and Mg to Zn were estimated with known Auger sensitivity factors. The results
indicate that Mg ions diffuse into the bulk, forming Zn1-xMgxO alloys.
Chapter 7 demonstrates TiO2 based, chemiresistive gas sensors which operate at room
temperature under ultraviolet (UV) illumination. In Chapter 7.1, rf-sputter deposited
and post-annealed TiO2 thin films were characterized by atomic force microscopy, Xray photoelectron spectroscopy, and X-ray diffraction to obtain surface morphology,
chemical state, and crystal structure, respectively. UV-vis absorption spectroscopy and
Tauc’s plots show the optical properties of the TiO2 films. Under UV illumination, the
NO2 sensing performance of the TiO2 films shows a reversible change in resistance at
room-temperature. The observed change in electrical resistivity can be explained by
the modulation of surface-adsorbed oxygen. This work is the first demonstration of a
facile TiO2 sensor for NO2 analyte that operates at room-temperature under UV
illumination. Moreover, the sensitivity of the TiO2 sensors can be further enhanced by
adding foreign receptors such as Ag and Au nanoparticles (NPs). The morphology of
deposited metal NPs were studied by AFM. Furthermore, the fabrication process of the
TiO2 based NO2 sensors was optimized to achieve higher sensitivity and the effect of
carbon contamination on sensing performance was studied by XPS. Chapter 7.2 covers
the demonstration of using electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) in combination with
atomic force microscopy (AFM) as a non-destructive technique for morphological
characterization of the dispersed TiO2 NPs on GaN NWs. A tip-surface capacitor model
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was proposed to discuss the applicability of this method to other material systems. The
TiO2 and TiO2-Pt functionalized GaN nanowires have also been as sensors for NO2 and
H2, respectively.
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2. Chapter 2: Ferromagnetism of the CoFeB alloy

2.1. Energy and Domain Theory of Ferromagnetism
Magnetic domains and their transient regions domain walls were firstly introduced by
Pierre Weiss in the early 20th century [68]. These concepts allow people to understand
ferromagnetism in terms of the alignment of magnetic moments. Within past few
decades, the development of magnetic imaging techniques, including magnetic force
microcopy (MFM) and Kerr microscopy, enable the exploration of magnetic domains
formed in nanoscale ferromagnetic structures. The formation of magnetic domains
results from the lowering of total energy of the system. The main types of energy are
magnetostatic, exchange, magnetocrystalline, and Zeeman.
Magnetostatic energy arises from the interaction of magnetic dipoles. To understand
this type of energy, we need to introduce the concept of demagnetizing field in a
magnetic system. The discontinuity of magnetization on surface induces magnetic
charges which leads to the demagnetizing field through a dipole interaction inside the
⃗⃗ and is and shapemagnetized body. The field Hd is proportional to the magnetization 𝑀
dependent. For a shape of sphere, the field is related to magnetization by a
demagnetization factor N, given by,

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗
𝑯𝒅 = −𝑁𝑴

(2-1)

Therefore, the corresponding magnetostatic energy density can be expressed as
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1
⃗⃗ = − 1 𝑁𝑀2
𝑒𝑚𝑠 = − ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑯𝒅 ∙ ⃗𝑴
2

2

(2-2)

The exchange energy is induced by the strong interaction of two adjacent spins,

𝑒𝑒𝑥 = −2𝐽𝑒 ⃗⃗⃗
𝑺𝒊 ∙ ⃗⃗⃗
𝑺𝒋

(2-3)

where Je is the exchange integral, Si and Sj are spin vectors. The polarity of the
exchange integral Je depends on the crystal structure. The exchange energy is
minimized when electron spins are parallel and anti-parallel, which corresponds to
ferromagnetism and anti-ferromagnetism respectively.
Magnetocrystalline energy usually results from the spin-orbit coupling. The energy
depends on the anisotropy of the magnetization alignment in preferred crystal
directions. Two typical types of anisotropy are uniaxial and cubic whose energy
density is given by the following equations [69],
𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑎𝑙
𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑖
= 𝐾𝑢1 sin2 𝜃 + 𝐾𝑢2 sin4 𝜃 + ⋯

(2-4)

𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑖𝑐
𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑖
= 𝐾1 (𝛼12 𝛼22 + 𝛼12 𝛼32 + 𝛼32 𝛼22 ) + 𝐾2 𝛼12 𝛼22 𝛼32

(2-5)

where Ku1 and Ku2 are the anisotropy constants for uniaxial symmetry system, and θ =0
is the direction in parallel to the axis of symmetry. K1 and K2 are the anisotropy
constants for cubic system and α1, α2 and α3 are the magnetization of x, y and z axis
respectively.
Zeeman energy represents the interaction between the applied external field and the
magnetic moments of the electronic spins. It is given by,

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
⃗⃗⃗
𝑒𝑧 = −𝑯
𝒆𝒙𝒕 ∙ 𝑴

(2-6)

where ez is at its minimum when the magnetization aligns with the applied external
field.
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2.2. Magnetic domain walls
2.2.1. Bloch wall
A Bloch wall, named after the physicist F. Bloch, represents a thin magnetization
transition region at the boundary between magnetic domains. Within the Bloch wall,
the magnetization rotates transverse to the plane of domains, as shown in the Figure
2.1(a). The Bloch wall can therefore be considered as a thin magnetic slice with high
exchange energy. Thus, in the absence of applied field or strain, Bloch walls typically
appear in bulk magnetic materials whose thickness is remarkably larger than the width
of the domain walls.

Figure 2.1 Domain wall configurations of (a) Bloch wall and (b) Néel wall.

2.2.2. Néel wall
In the contrast to Bloch walls, Néel walls dominate in thin magnetic films. Firstly
studied by the French physicist L. Néel, a Néel wall is an in-plane magnetization
transition region between magnetic domains that minimizes the magnetostatic dipole
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interaction between poles at thin film surfaces [70]. Within the Néel wall region, the
magnetization rotates continuously from the direction of the first domain to the second
in the plane of domain walls. Figure 2.1(b) shows the magnetization configuration of a
typical Néel wall.

Figure 2.2 Energy band structure of ferromagnetic metals.

2.3. Properties of CoFeB alloy
The conduction band of CoFeB consists of partially filled 3d and fully filled 4s electron
energy bands. A typical band structure of ferromagnetic metals, such as Fe, Co, and Ni,
is shown in Figure 2.2. The Figure shows a parabolic 4s band and an asymmetric 3d
band with Zeeman energy induced energy shift in spin-up and spin down electrons. In
the given example of a spin polarized ferromagnetic material, the majority conduction
16

electron is spin-up and the minority is spin-down. The minority electrons experience
more scattering due to many empty states in the spin-down 3d band, which leads to a
high spin-down resistance. Consequently, the two types of electrons, spin-up and spindown, transport through the ferromagnetic material independently and form two
parallel conduction channels. Therefore, the total conductivity and resistivity of a
ferromagnetic can be derived as,

𝜎𝑇 = 𝜎↑ + 𝜎↓

𝜌𝑇 =

𝜌 ↑ 𝜌↓
𝜌↑ + 𝜌↓

(2-7)
(2-8)

where σT, σ↑, and σ↓ is the total, spin-up and spin-down conductivity, respectively; and
ρT, ρ↑, and ρ↓ is the total, spin-up and spin-down resisitivity, respectively. The
imbalance of density of electronic states (DOS) at the Fermi level leads to the spin
polarization (P) of CoFeB with the following definition,

𝑃=

𝑁(𝐸𝐹↑ )−𝑁(𝐸𝐹↓ )
𝑁(𝐸𝐹↑ )+𝑁(𝐸𝐹↓ )

(2-9)

where N(EF↑) and N(EF↑) are the density of electronic states with spin-up and spindown electrons at the Fermi level, respectively. According to results obtained from
point-contact Andreev reflection measurement, the spin polarization of amorphous
CoFeB can reach 65% which is much higher than Co and Fe [1]. Besides the high spin
polarization, CoFeB also has several advantages including low coercivity, low
anisotropy and high resistivity [25, 71, 72].
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3. Chapter 3: Overview of UV photodetectors and gas sensors

3.1. UV photodetectors
3.1.1. History and development of UV photodetectors
UV radiation was firstly discovered and studied by J. W. Ritter in the earlier 19 century.
The discovery, followed with many other investigations at that time, revealed that UV
light is identical to visible emission except for the shorter wavelength. UV light spans
the wavelength range from 10 nm to 400 nm in the electromagnetic radiation spectrum.
UV light is typically divided into the following four regions: UVA with light
wavelength from 315 nm – 400 nm, UVB with light wavelength from 280 nm – 315
nm, UVC with light wavelength from 100 nm – 280 nm, and extreme UV (EUV) with
light wavelength from 10 nm – 121 nm [73]. As atmospheric ozone absorbs solar light
below 280 nm in wavelength and visible light spans from 400 nm to 700 nm, UV PDs
are identified as solar-blind and visible-blind, which response to light wavelength
below 280 nm and 400 nm respectively, based on their spectral selectivity [32]. UV
light is an energetic ionization radiation that can activate many chemical processes and
cause severe problems, such as skin cancer to human-beings. Moreover, the detection
of UV can find its applications in chemical and biological analysis, flame detection,
digital imaging, missile plume detection, and optical communication [74]. Therefore,
the development of high-performance UV PD is of significant importance.
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A wide variety of techniques have been demonstrated and accomplished for UV
detection, including photomultiplier (PMT), thermal detector, charge-coupled device
(CCD), and Si-based photodiode. Photomultiplier tubes, in which a UV-sensitive
photocathode ejects an electron upon UV illumination, has high gain and signal-tonoise ratio, but restricted by its bulky and fragile structure [75]. Similar drawbacks also
restrict the utility of thermal UV detectors (pyrometer and bolometer) which are
frequently used for calibration purpose. Thermal devices are also generally slow and
wavelength-independent [75]. On the contrary, solid state device based UV PDs, such
as CCD and Si-based photodiodes, are usually light-weight and energy-efficient. Due
to the well-established technology and relative low-cost, Si-based UV enhanced
photodiodes currently dominate the market [34]. The Si UV PDs are commonly
configured as p-n junction photodiodes and charge-inversion photodiodes (similar to
metal-oxide semiconductor structures) [76, 77]. However, limitations inherited from
the intrinsic properties of Si exist in this type of UV PD. First of all, external optical
filters are essential to block the visible and infrared photons, eliminating the longwavelength response of the UV PD due to the narrow bandgap (1.1eV) of Si.
Otherwise, the UV PD will be overwhelmed with the noise response from visible and
IR signals. For instance, the spectral irradiance power over 1 cm2 of visible and IR light
under AM 1.5 condition is more than 0.1 W, which is in the same magnitude of order
as a commercially available high output power UV LED. Additionally, the exposure to
radiation which is much higher than the bandgap has been shown to degrade the silicon
in long time operation [75]. Furthermore, SiO2 passivation layer typically deposited on
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the front surface of Si photodiodes absorbs UV radiation, thereby reducing the external
quantum efficiency and it also degrading the quality of the coating over time [75].
3.1.2. Semiconductor oxide based UV photodetectors
To surmount many of the limitations listed above, a new generation of semiconductorbased UV PDs employing wide-bandgap semiconductors has been developed. Among
the demonstrated wide-bandgap materials used for UV PDs, semiconductor oxides,
represented by ZnO (and its alloy ZnMgO) and SnO2, are particularly favored because
of their visible-blindness, low dislocation density [78], high-energy radiation
resistance,[79] chemical and thermal stability [80], for UV detection. Thus,
semiconductor oxides are the potential candidates for the next generation of UV PDs.
Figure 1.2.1 illustrates 5 different configurations that have been used for UV
photodetection: photoconductor, Schottky, MSM, p-n, and p-i-n photodiodes. Each
structure has its uniqueness of advantages in the UV PD application. The
photoconductor consists of two ohmic contacts on semiconductors. This type of UV
PD is essentially a radiation-sensitive resistor. In general, Schottky and MSM
photodiodes have the common advantages of low-temperature process, fabrication
simplicity, low-noise, and high response speed [34]. The p-n junctions are the most
common and well-studied structure for UV detection. UV photodiodes are typically
more sensitive but slow, due to the low carrier diffusion velocity, in response to
incident light than Schottky photodiodes [34].
Several frequently used and important figures of merit of semiconductor oxide based
UV PDs are enumerated below:
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i.

External quantum efficiency η is the ratio of the number of collected carriers to
the number of incident photons, namely, yield of photocurrent per incident
photon. It describes the coupling ability of the detector to the light radiation.
The efficiency is defined as

𝜂=

𝐼𝑝ℎ
⁄𝑞
𝛷𝑖𝑛

(3-1)

where Iph is the collected photocurrent, q is the electron charge, and Φin is the flux of
incident photons.
ii.

Photoresponsivity Rph is determined by the external quantum efficiency η. It
measures the input-output gain of a detector system. For photodetectors, it is
usually defined as output photocurrent per input optical power at a specific
wavelength,

𝑅𝑝ℎ =

𝐼𝑝ℎ

=𝜂

𝑃𝑖𝑛

𝑞𝜆
ℎ𝑐

(3-2)

Where Iph, Pin, η, q, λ, h, and c are the collected photocurrent, the incident light power,
the external quantum efficiency, the electron charge, the wavelength, Planck’s
constant, and the light velocity, respectively.
iii.

Detectivity D* is the parameter that evaluates the noise performance of a
photodetector using the following expression (assuming that the dark current
dominate the noise),

𝐷∗ =

𝑅𝑝ℎ
√2𝑞𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘

(3-3)

Where Rph, q and Idark are measured responsivity under light illumination, the electron
charge, and current measured in dark, respectively.
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iv.

Cutoff wavelength λc is closely related to the bandgap Eg of a semiconductor
used in the PDs. The incident photon energy should be larger than the bandgap
to excite electron-hole pairs and consequently trigger the effective
photoresponse. Therefore the cutoff wavelength is defined as the following,

𝜆𝑐 (𝑛𝑚) =

ℎ𝑐

=

𝐸𝑔

1240
𝐸𝑔 (𝑒𝑉)

(3-4)

Where h, c and Eg are Planck’s constant, the light velocity and bandgap of
semiconductor. However, photoresponse yielded by incident photons with lower
energy is also observed frequently, which is due to the defects of the semiconductors.
v.

UV-to-visible rejection ratio RUV-vis quantifies the ratio of the photoresponse in
the UV regime to the visible light regime. It is usually defined with the
expression,

R UV−vis =

𝑅𝑝ℎ (𝑈𝑉)
𝑅400𝑛𝑚

(3-5)

Where Rph(UV) and R400nm are the measured photoresponsivities at a specific
wavelength in UV regime and 400 nm, respectively. A high UV-to-visible ratio is
always desirable for the photodetector since it shows very weak response to the solar
visible spectrum and thus no filter is required.

3.2. Chemical gas sensors
3.2.1. History and development of gas sensors
A gas sensor is a device that can produce a physical or observable signal that reflects
the concentration of a certain gas species. Different types of gas sensors have been
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proposed and developed to meet the requirements for toxic gas monitoring and
industrial sensing purposes. This overview gives a brief introduction to the most widely
used types of chemical gas sensor and then focuses on the fundamental aspects of
semiconductor oxide functionalized gas sensors.
The majority of gas sensors were introduced into the market in 1960s or later [43]. In
general, gas sensors operate based on the combining functions of chemical reception
and signal transduction. Chemical reception is characterized as the interactions of gas
analyte with sensor (receptor) through adsorption, reaction, and electrochemical
reaction while signal transduction transforms the affected physical properties (heat,
mass, dimension, and resistance) into measurable electrical or optical signals through
properly selected materials and designed structures [43]. The presence of gas receptor
and signal transducer in one device scheme is the key factor in constructing a gas
sensor. For instance, in a quartz crystal microbalance based HCN sensor, a CoO
adsorbent serves as a gas receptor for the HCN analyte, and the resonant frequency of
the quartz oscillator shifts because of the mass change, thereby forming the transducer.
[81]. By following this principle, gas sensors based on semiconductors (oxides and Si),
solid electrolytes, piezoelectric crystal, catalytic combustion, and optical fiber have
been introduced and demonstrated [43]. Table 3.1 summaries above mentioned types
of gas sensors.
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Table 3.1 Various types of chemical gas sensors.
Type

Device structure

Responding signal

Si

Pd gate MOSFET

Threshold voltage

Semiconductor oxides

Pellet, film, nano-form

Resistance

Solid electrolyte

Gas cell

EMF

Piezoelectric crystal

Microbalance resonator

Resonant frequency

Catalytic combustion

Catalyst bead with Pt coil

Resistance

Optical fiber

Waveguide

Light absorption

3.2.2. Semiconductor oxides based chemiresistive gas sensors
The implementation of semiconductor oxides into gas sensing applications was initially
inspired by the observation of oxide-gas reactions by Heiland [82], Bielanski et al [83],
and Seiyama et al [84]. In 1962, Taguchi demonstrated a sintered SnO2 based gas
sensor and employed the sensor in a gas leakage alarm system [43, 85]. Since then, the
uses of semiconducting oxides as gas sensors has drawn extensive attention in the
sensor research community. However, due to the complex nature of the crystalline
grains involved in a semiconductor oxide based gas sensor, the basic gas sensing
mechanism is not yet totally understood [43].
In principle, semiconductor oxide based gas sensors are combinations of three basic
factors, namely, receptor, transducer and utility [86]. The receptor function is related
to the surface properties of the semiconductor oxides. It considers the ability of
interactions between the oxide surfaces to the gas species. During the reception process,
surface adsorbed oxygen on semiconductor oxides plays an important role in reacting
with the exposed gas species. The adsorbed oxygen on semiconductor are ionized into
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O2-, O-, O2- forms by gaining electrons from the surface of the semiconductor [46]. The
ionization process of oxygen depends on the operational temperature. In general, O2-,
O-, O2- forms dominate in the temperature regions < 150 ⁰C, 150 ⁰C to 400 ⁰C and >
400 ⁰C, respectively [87]. According to experimental results, the receptor function of a
certain oxide can be further magnified by the loading of specific foreign receptors such
as noble metals, acidic or basic oxides [43].

Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of Schottky barrier model for transducer function [86].

Transducer function basically transforms the concentration change of surface adsorbed
oxygen into a measurable electrical signal. The transducer function is strongly related
to the grain size D and the depth of depletion region L of the sensing element [55]. A
double Schottky barrier model proposed by Yamazoe is widely accepted to explain the
transportation of electrons through the grain boundaries as shown in Figure 3.1 [86].
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According to the model, the resistance of the sensor changes with the variation of the
barrier height which is affected by the depth of the depletion region L. This model can
also explain the precipitous enhancement of the sensing response when grain size D ≤
2L [55]. Moreover, the model is in good agreement with the effects of foreign receptors
on the sensing properties [43].
The utility factor concerns the diffusion of gas analyte into the bulk grains of the sensor.
This factor is determined by two competing kinetic effects of the gas analyte: reaction
and diffusion. If a gas analyte reacts acutely with the oxide surface, it is mostly
adsorbed in a shallow region and thus cannot diffuse deeper into the bulk, leaving the
rest of the sensor unutilized [86]. Based on an analysis performed on a SnO2 thin film
device [88], the depth profile of the gas concentration is determined by the magnitude
of a non-dimensional factor m as descried by the following equation set [86],
𝐶
𝐶𝑠

=

𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ((1−𝑥/𝐿)𝑚)
𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ 𝑚

𝑚 = 𝐿(𝑘/𝐷𝑘 )

1⁄
2

𝐷𝑘 = (4𝑟/3)(2𝑅𝑇/𝜋𝑀)1/2

(3-6)
(3-7)
(3-8)

Where C is the gas concentration within the oxide film bulk, Cs is the gas concentration
on surface of the oxide film, x is the distance from the surface, L is the thickness of
film, k is the rate of surface reaction, Dk is Knudsen diffusion coefficient, r is pore
radius, R is gas constant (8.3144 J/mol K), T is temperature in K, and M is gas molecular
weight. If m is smaller than 1, more than 30% of gas analyte can reach the bottom of
the thin film. Convsersely, when m becomes large, the penetration depth decreases
drastically. The relation of depth profile of gas concertation with respect to m is
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depicted in Figure 3.2. The reaction–diffusion equation of gas diffusion dynamic is also
in consistent with the well-known volcano-shaped correlation between resistance and
ambient temperature [43].

Figure 3.2 Gas concentration profile within a thin film type chemiresitive sensor.

Based on the type of majority carrier, semiconductor oxides can be characterized as n
or p types. The origin of mobile carriers in semiconductor oxides comes mostly from
doped aliovalent cations and oxygen nonstoichiometry [89, 90]. The fundamental
mechanism governing the gas sensing of an n or p type semiconductor oxide differs in
the following aspects [46]: (1) the surface adsorbed oxygen anions induced electron
depletion region and hole accumulation region in n-type or p-type semiconductor
oxides, respectively; (2) conduction path through cores (serial type) or boundaries
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(parallel type) of the grains in n-type or p-type semiconductor oxides, respectively. The
schematic illustrations of the difference are depicted in Figure 3.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3 schematic diagram of the adsorbed oxygen anions with induced electron
carrier distributions in (a) n-type and (b) p-type semiconductor oxide networks.
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Also, the number of adsorbed oxygen anions on n-type or p-type differs markedly
according to results measured from 16 semiconductor oxides using temperatureprogrammable desorption techniques [91]. In general, the transition metal oxides with
multi-valency states, such as Fe2O3 and NiO, have large amount of adsorbed oxygen,
which is caused by the low stability of oxides associated with redox reactions [46]. The
type of gas analyte, reducing or oxidative, also poses distinct response on the
semiconductor oxides sensors. For the case of n-type oxides, when reducing gas such
as H2, CO, NH3 and H2S is exposed to the surface of sensors, electrons are transferred
into adsorbed oxygen anions, reducing the thickness of depletion region and thus the
resistance. On the contrary, when oxidizing gas like NO2 is adsorbed on oxide, more
ionosorption oxygen anions will form on surface, increasing the depletion region and
consequently the conductivity of sensor. The exposure of reducing and oxidative gases
to p-type oxides will lead opposite effects on the change of resistance as indicated in
the Figure 3.4.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4 Gas sensing responses of n-type semiconductor oxides to (a) reducing and
(b) oxidizing gas analytes.
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4. Chapter 4: Overview of characterization techniques for thin
films and nanostructures

4.1. Auger electron spectroscopy
The Auger process was first introduced by Pierre Auger in 1925 to explain a
radiationless transition of x-ray excited ions [92]. Auger electron emission process
starts with core shell ionization, resulting from bombardment of sample surface with
sufficiently energetic electrons, ions, or x-ray [93]. The ionized core shell causes an
outer shell electron to fill the vacancy and as demanded by conservation of energy,
simultaneously emitting an Auger electron with a characteristic kinetic energy instead
of a photon in the case in an x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy process [94]. The two
types of relaxation processes are sketched in Figure 4.1.
By convention, Auger transitions are identified by the energy levels involved. A
XYIYIII Auger transition denotes that the ionized shell is X, a Y I shell electron jumps
into vacancy and a YIII shell electron is emitted as an Auger electron. For simplicity,
such Auger transition is denoted as XYY. Generally speaking, the number of possible
Auger transitions increasing with heavier elements as they have larger number of
energy levels [5]. Auger electron and x-ray photon yield of different transitions as a
function of atomic number is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagrams of (a) Auger electron emission and (b) X-ray photon
emission process of ionized atom [93, 94].

Figure 4.2 Auger electron and x-ray photon yield of different transitions as a function
of atomic number. Reprinted from Childs et al. [93].
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The characterization kinetic energy associated with an ABC Auger transition can be
calculated by the following equation[95]:

EABC (Z )  EA (Z ) - EB (Z ) - EC (Z ) - 

(4-1)

Where EA is the binding energy of energy level A for the neutral atom whose atomic
number is Z and  is the work function. EB and EC are the binding energies for B or C
levels after atom ionization. One approximate expression of EB and EC is [95]:

Ei 

Ei ( Z )  Ei ( Z  1)
2

(4-2)

Where Ei is binding energy of i-level and i can be either B or C. Coghlan and Clausing
used this approximation to tabulate comprehensive Auger electron energies [96].
Conventional Auger electron spectroscopy represents the signal intensity of
dN (E) dE of the backscattered electrons to minimize the influence of large

continuous background electron density from the emitted secondary electrons and back
scattered primary electrons[97]. The elements that comprise a material or device is
identified by its Auger peak positions and its peak to peak magnitude represents its
composition on surface [97]. In our case, the primary incident e-beam energy was set
at 3k eV. Relative Auger sensitivity factors (Sx) for different elements of incident ebeam at 3k eV are available in open resource [98].

4.2. Magnetic Force Microscopy
Magnetic force microscopy is a widely used technique to characterize the localized
surface magnetism due to its high lateral resolution, capability with AFM instrument
and easy sample preparation procedure [99]. MFM utilizes pre-magnetized scanning
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probes to interact with the long distance stray field from a sample. The bright and dark
contrast in the MFM images roughly corresponds to magnetic charges or divergence of
magnetization [100]. The spatial resolution of the MFM measurement is related to the
distance from probe to the sample surface [28].
A commercially available AFM instrument combined with MFM tool is available from
Digital Instruments (now a division of Bruker). It combines the so called tapping mode
AFM and lift-mode MFM to image surface morphology and magnetism
simultaneously. Figure 4.3 is a schematic diagram to show its operation principle.

Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of MFM lift-mode principles [101].

A thorough scanning process starts from a tapping mode AFM scan indicated as step 1
and 2 in Figure 4.3. Before loading the probe to the surface, the pre-magnetized probe
is oscillated by piezoelectric material at the resonant frequency of the probe with
amplitude ~ 2 V. The amplitude is detected by exploiting a photo-detector to measure
the intensity of a laser beam, which is reflected from the tip of a probe. During AFM
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scans in both trace and retrace directions, the information about surface topologies is
acquired and stored for further application. At the end of AFM retrace, the tip is lift up
to a preset lift scan height in step 3. Then the tip is forced to follow the stored
topography profiles to trace and retrace the surface while recording the magneticinduced shift in the resonant frequency of the probe. The magnetic influence will shift
the resonant frequency of the probe with an amount of f which is proportional to
vertical gradient of the magnetic force on the tip [101]. Such force gradient can be
related to the magnetostatic energy m  B in an ideal magnetic dipole model with the
following equation [102],

 2 By
 2 Bx
Fz
 2 Bz
 mx 2  my 2  mz 2
z
z
z
z

(4-3)

Where m is the effective magnetic moment of the probe and B is magnetic flux. In
practice, the probe is pre-magnetized in z direction, i.e. normal to the surface[100]. So
only the third term on right hand side of Eq. 4.3 is effective under this situation, which
simplifies the interoperation of scanned MFM image. Figure 4.4 shows the diagram of
the setup for AFM and MFM measurements.
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Figure 4.4 Schematic diagram of a multi-mode AFM and MFM microscope
measurement system [101].

4.3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a frequently used surface chemistry
analyzing technique. In principle, XPS is capable in measuring elemental composition,
chemical state and electronic state of materials. Figure 4.5 shows the schematic of a
XPS instrument, depicting the basic mechanism behind XPS. X-ray photons with
specific energy impinges the solid surface to excite the core level electrons emitting
from the top 1-10 nm of the analyzed area. The ejected electrons are then energetically
filtered by the hemispherical analyzer before collected by the detector. Since the
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electronic states in atoms are quantized, the resulting photoelectron spectrum exhibits
discrete peaks, over a range of electron binding energies, with characteristic electronic
structures of the excited atoms. In principle, except for hydrogen, all the elements on
surface can be identified and quantified by the energies and intensities of the
photoelectron peaks, respectively. However, the chemical environment of the detected
atoms may cause energy shifts in the spectrum, adding difficulties to interpret data
accurately but providing valuable information of the surface.

Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram of XPS measurement [103].
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4.4. X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a non-destructive analytical technique primarily used for
phase identification of crystalline materials. The x-rays are generated by a cathode ray
tube, in which a target material is excited using an electron beam. The x-ray is then
monochromatically filtered, concentrated and focused onto the sample. The x-ray
diffraction peaks result from constructive interference of the monochromatic beam of
x-rays and a crystalline sample at specific angles. The angular pattern of diffracted xray is collected by while rotating the sample. The interpretation of x-ray diffraction
patterns is based on Bragg’s law (𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑sin 𝜃) as shown in Figure 4.6a, which
describes the relationship of the wavelength of the incident x-rays to the diffraction
angle and the lattice spacing between the planes of atoms [104]. By comparison of
diffraction patterns with standard reference, the phase identification of a material is
achieved. Consequently, the x-ray diffraction patterns act as the fingerprint that reveals
the atomic constituents of a material. For thin film applications, the conventional XRD
θ/2θ scanning method generally produces weak signal from the film and intense signal
from the substrate due to the deep penetration of incident X-rays. Therefore, it is
widespread in thin film XRD characterization to perform a 2θ scan at a fixed grazing
incidence (known as GIXRD) to minimize the signal contribution from substrate. The
incidence angle α is fixed typically between 0.25 ⁰ to 3 ⁰, exceeding the critical angle
for total reflection. Figure 4.6b illustrates the grazing incidence diffraction geometry.
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Figure 4.6 Diagram of (a) Bragg's Law at 2θ deviation angle and (b) Illustration of
grazing incidence XRD at incidence angle α. The beam is diffracted in the plane of the
surface of the sample by the angle 2θ.

4.5. Tauc’s plot
Optical absorption measurement is a technique to characterize optical properties of
amorphous semiconductor thin films. By examining how the absorption typically
depends upon the photon energy, one can often deduce the electronic transition
parameters of the material [105]. Several approaches, namely the Tauc [106], TaucLorentz [107], and Forouhi-Bloomer [108]models, have been introduced and widely
accepted. Among all the applicable models, the Tauc model is the most widespread
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approach to determine the optical band gap energy in semiconductors [105]. The Tauc
model is derived based on the approximate parabolic dependence of the absorption
coefficient α with respect to photon energy, near the band edge of many semiconductors
[106]. By following the Tauc’s approach, the optical band gap energy Eg can be derived
from extrapolating of the linear region in the curve of (αhν)1/2 as a function of hν with
zero. More generally, the absorption coefficient generally obeys the following
empirical relation [109]:

𝛼ℎ𝜈 = 𝛽(ℎ𝜈 − 𝐸𝑔 )

𝑟

(4-4)

Where β-1 is the band edge parameter and r is a number that denotes the nature of
electronic transition. For allowed indirect transitions, r = 2; for forbidden indirect
transitions, r = 3; for allowed direct transitions, r = ½; and for forbidden indirect
transitions, r = 3/2 [110]. The absorption coefficient α can be decided from ellipsometry
measurement or derived from absorbance spectrum with the following equation [111]:

𝛼 = 2.303

𝐴
𝑑

(4-5)

Where A is the absorbance data obtained from the spectrum and d is the thickness of
the film.
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5. Chapter 5: Control of morphology, magnetic and
composition properties of CoFeB thin films

5.1. Investigation of annealing effect on surface elemental information of CoFeB thin
film with Cu under-layer
5.1.1. Introduction
The CoFeB/Cu system has been extensively used to enhance the performance in GMR
based spin valves [71, 112-119]. Among the available magnetic materials, the CoFeB
is ideally suited as the spin polarized layer in the GMR based spin valve, owing to its
high spin polarization and low crystalline anisotropy [1, 11]. In this application, Cu is
widely used as a non-magnetic spacer layer to decouple the source and detector layers.
Cu is also favored for head read sensor of HDD industry [120] due to its low cost and
widespread use as interconnects in the semiconductor industry. Therefore, CoFeB/Cu
bilayer structure is a ubiquitous ingredient in GMR based spin valves.
It is well accepted that the GMR effect originates from spin-dependent scattering and
thus interface plays a crucial role in determining the performance of a GMR structure
[121]. Therefore, it is important to know how the CoFeB/Cu interface reacts to elevated
temperature. At present, there is a very limited knowledge about the changes in the
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surface characteristics of a CoFeB/Cu bilayer as a function of fabrication parameters
such as thickness of the bilayer as well as thermal annealing.

Figure 5.1 Diagrammatic structure of a GMR effect based spin valve.
The diffusion and segregation behavior of Cu with the presence of CoFeB may lead
plausible solutions to improve the performance of GMR based spin. As it has already
been proved that GMR can be tailored by engineering the thickness of the Cu layer in
a CoFeB\CoFeB\Cu\FeMn spin valve [71]. The key role that a spacer layer’s thickness
plays in a spin valve structure is well realized. Diffusion of substrate Cu onto CoFeB
surface after annealing will shrink the distance between two separated magnetic layers,
enhancing the magnetic coupling strength. Therefore a higher external magnetic field
is needed to flip the magnetization of the free layer, lowering the sensitivity of the spin
valve. It is also well established that capping layers on a thin CoFeB film has effects
on its magnetic properties such as dead layer, saturation magnetization and anisotropy
field [122, 123]. Thus a judiciously chosen capping layer is crucial in enhancing the
performance of spin valves [124, 125]. Conversely, the unexpected diffusion and
segregation of substrate Cu after annealing process could alter the composition of the
CoFeB/capping layer interface. Such change will lead unexpected variation in GMR
performance of the spin valve. Lastly, the coercivity of a crystallized magnetic film is
generally influenced by interface defects [71]. Hence, the diffusion and segregation of
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Cu may cause more surface defects of the CoFeB thin film, which in turn increases the
coercivity of the CoFeB film and degrades the sensitivity as well. Researchers have
already shown similar behavior of Cu diffusion and segregation on NiFe surface in a
Cu/NiFe/FeMn bilayer structure and the behavior results a lower exchange-bias field
between NiFe and FeMn layers [126, 127].

Figure 5.2 Process flow of sample preparation for the investigation of CoFeB/Cu
bilayer diffusion.

5.1.2. Experimental details
To investigate the compositional information of CoFeB with Cu under-layer after
annealing, different substrates (MgO and Si with thermal oxide) and different Cu PVD
deposition techniques (DC sputtering and e-beam evaporation) were used to compare
the diffusion properties of CoFeB into Cu substrate. CoFeB films were deposited by
DC sputtering from a Co60Fe20B20 target. All the film depositions were conducted under
a base pressure of 2.5×10-6 Torr. The film thickness was determined by deposition time.
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For extreme thick Cu films ~280 nm, the thickness was also measured by a Tencor
profilometer. After every film deposition process, the samples were annealed around a
constant temperature at ~550 °C for hours. A calibrated Mikron IR thermometer
focused on sample surface measured the annealing temperatures. The sample
preparation procedure is depicted in Figure 5.2.
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) technique can be used to examine the annealing
effect on the surface composition changes of a CoFeB/Cu bilayer. AES is a widely used
and well established technique to obtain surface elemental information [128]. It is very
surface-sensitive for nearly all elements, especially for lighter ones as experiments had
already revealed the fact that L-transition of Auger electron yield dominates over x-ray
emission until the atomic number is larger than 50 [94]. Also, the fact that the emitted
Auger electrons can be collected at a wide range of angles leads to less constraints of
the analyzer and sampling position [129]. Conventionally, Auger electron spectroscopy
shows the signal of

dN  E 
to diminish the influence of large continuous background
dE

electron density which is due to emitted secondary electrons and back scattered primary
electrons [97]. Element is identified by its Auger peak positions and its peak to peak
magnitude represents concentration on surface [93, 97]. Since the size of the primary
e-beam is around 1 cm2, the AES data represents an average signal of the surface. Data
were obtained with a LEED/Auger spectrometer under UHV conditions. The Omicron
surface analytical system used in this work consists of a tungsten electron beam gun,
SPECTLEED optics, control units with integrated lock-in amplifier/oscillator and a
computer workstation. The electron beam incident energy can be set as high as 3.5 keV.
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The four-grid SPECTLEED Optics is used as a retarding field analyzer (RFA) in this
system. The retarding voltage is applied to the grids to filter the electrons below certain
energy and the passing electrons are detected at the LEED screen. A schematic diagram
of the system is shown is Figure 5.3. The incident e-beam energy was set at 3 keV in
this experiment. Tabulated relative Auger sensitivity focused factors (Sx) for different
elements of incident e-beam at 3 keV is available in open resource [98].

Figure 5.3 Schematic diagram of a LEED/Auger spectrometer system with a four-grid
RFA [130].
While exact quantitative interpretation of an Auger electron spectroscopy remains a
challenge, simple equations with accuracy can be used to calculate surface composition
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[97]. The ratio of two chemical elements’ compositions on surface can be estimated
using the following equation [97],
IX
RYX 

IY

SX

(5-1)

SY

Where Ix stands for the absolute peak-to-peak value of chemical element X obtained
from Auger electron spectroscopy. Sx is relative Auger yield and sensitivity factor of
element X. Auger relative sensitivity factors for interested elements at primary e-beam
of 3 keV kinetic energy are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Auger relative sensitivity factors for B of KLL transition, Cu, Co and Fe of
LMM transitions.
SB(KLL) SS(LMM) SCu(LMM) SCo(LMM) SFe(LMM)
1.2

0.93

0.23

0.32

0.35

5.1.3. Results and discussion
AES plots were obtained after Cu and CoFeB depositions as well as annealed
CoFeB/Cu bilayer to compare the annealing effect on surface elemental compositions
at two distinct kinetic energy ranges (30~75 eV and 80~950 eV). Because of large
number of secondary electrons collected at low energy range, AES measurement
parameters such as sensitivity, time constant and oscillation amplitude for lower kinetic
energy range (30~75 eV) are not directly comparable to those collected at the other
ranges. Auger electron peaks are identified with reference to standard AES spectrum
handbook [97]. Being neighbors in the periodic table, LMM the Fe peaks overlap with
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some of the LMM Co peaks so they cannot be used to identify Fe. In the lower energy
range, MNN Fe and MNN Co peaks differ by a few eV and are clearly distinct to
identify Fe.

Figure 5.4 AES plots of annealed DC sputtered Cu film (black line), as-deposited and
annealed (510 °C, one hour) CoFeB/Cu bilayers (red line, blue line) on a dddMgO
substrate. The Auger peaks were identified with element name associated Auger
electron transition, such as LMM Cu, KLL O etc.
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Figure 5.5 AES plots of as-deposit and annealed e-beam evaporated Cu film (Magenta
line, black line), as-deposit CoFeB/Cu bilayers (red line) and annealed (580 °C, 2
hours) bilayers (blue line) on SiO2.
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 show the AES plots of as-deposited and annealed Cu and
CoFeB/Cu bilayers. The Auger spectra of the as-deposited CoFeB/Cu only show Co,
Fe or B peaks which indicates full coverage of the deposited CoFeB thin film over the
Cu substrate at the a thickness more than the mean free path of the AES electrons. After
the annealing process, Cu Auger peaks appear on the surface of the CoFeB/Cu bilayers
in both samples regardless differences in substrates, Cu deposition techniques and Cu
layer thicknesses. At the same time, the Co Auger peaks become less intense, while Fe
and B peaks have become negligible. The AES data of annealed CoFeB/Cu samples
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show a direct evidence of surface CoFeB into the Cu substrate and such behavior
persists regardless of substrates, Cu deposition methods and thicknesses.

Figure 5.6 AES plots of the same sample in Figure 5.4 at a lower kinetic energy range.
Along with the appearance of Cu peaks, sulfur also shows up in the AES spectra for
the annealed CoFeB/Cu samples. This is not surprising because sulfur is a common
impurity in Cu and similar S segregating behavior has been observed by others [131].
The segregation of sulfur on surface is bolstered by low energy range AES date in
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 as well. A clear shift of MNN transition Cu Auger peaks
towards higher energy can be obtained for the annealed sample. This shift implies a
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change of chemical environment around Cu and thus a possible formation of copper
sulfur compounds on the surface.

Figure 5.7 AES plots of the same sample in Figure 5.5 at a lower kinetic energy range.
The ratio of Cu and S compositions on surface can be estimated with Eq. 5.1 and AES
data from Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 for two samples. The calculated results are listed
in Table 5.2. The difference in Cu to S ratio may arise from the different targets used
during Cu depositions and the difference in annealing processes. Nevertheless, the
difference does not affect the diffusion behavior of CoFeB into the bulk Cu, which is
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of crucial importance to the performance of GMR device. After the annealing
processes, the intensities of Co, Fe are too small to be clearly distinguished from noise
to calculate their ratios to Cu.

Table 5.2 Surface composition ratios of Cu, sulfur, oxygen and carbon for annealed
CoFeB/Cu bilayers.
Element At. %
Cu
S
O
C

CoFeB/Cu /MgO
28
11
58
3

CoFeB/Cu /SiO2
42
22
32
3

5.1.4. Conclusions
In summary, Auger electron spectroscopy reveals that at the annealing temperature of
550 °C, CoFeB/Cu bilayer films do not retain their distinct layers. Instead, Co, Fe, B
diffuses into the Cu underlayer while S segregates on the surface. These findings
motivated us to examine the surface morphology of the annealed multilayer, during
which we observed the formation the magnetic nanoparticles from continuous films.

5.2. Formation of areal density controllable magnetic nanoparticles by annealing
continuous CoFeB/Cu bilayer thin films
5.2.1. Introduction
Conventional submicron or nanoscale magnetic islands fabrication usually involves
lithography techniques such as e-beam lithography or nanoimprinting [132-134].
However, it is extremely difficult and prohibitively expensive to perform top-down
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lithography technique on a non-planar surface due to the nature of focusing e-beam or
light. Other techniques such as scanning probe voltage pulse deposition technique may
be capable to produce magnetic islands on non-planar substrates by applying a negative
voltage pulse to a pre-coated tip with magnetic material [135]. However, this method
is slow and can only be used for small area, owing to the limited scanning area [133].
Moreover, it requires tremendous focusing steps on a non-planar surface. Another
potential candidate to fabricate magnetic islands on non-planar substrate is to ion
implant magnetic material into substrate and then to form magnetic islands by post
annealing [99, 136]. In such method, the high energy distributed to the surface with ion
implantation process may cause severe damage and the post-annealing temperature
needs to be high[99] (> 800~1000 ⁰C) in order dto drive the formation of magnetic
islands on surface.
To circumvent the impracticality of the aforementioned techniques, we introduce an
approach to form submicron magnetic islands from continuous CoFeB and copper thin
films. This is an offshoot of our annealing studies to drive the magnetic species into the
bulk Cu underlayer. We report evidence that the magnetic islands form at the copper
grain boundaries and their density can be tuned by varying the thickness of Cu.
5.2.2. Experimental details
The starting samples were prepared from a bilayer comprised of 7 nm CoFeB film with
280 nm or 3 nm Cu underlayer, on a SiO2 substrate. The thickness of the CoFeB film
was chosen based on two competing factors. On the one hand, a very thick film will
significantly lengthen the annealing time required to deplete the Co and Fe from
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surface. On the other hand, if the film were too thin, i.e., less than the electron mean
free path, Auger electrons from the Cu underlayer will be detected in the pre-annealed
case. This would have made it difficult to clarify the diffusion of CoFe into the Cu upon
annealing. The Cu underlayer was e-beam evaporated onto the SiO2 substrate under a
base pressure of 2×10-6 Torr, while CoFeB was DC magneto sputtered from
Co60Fe20B20. The thickness of the Cu layer was monitored by a crystal quartz
microbalance during deposition, while the thickness of the CoFeB film was established
by deposition time from a pre-calibrated rate. After CoFeB film deposition, the sample
was annealed at 500 °C inside the UHV (<10-8 Torr) analysis chamber for several hours.
Annealing at higher temperatures to drive the diffusion faster was not an option because
the diffusion mechanism is different for temperatures >> 500 °C [121]. The sample
temperature was measured using a Mikron IR thermometer focused on sample surface.
The surface was analyzed by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) before and after the
annealing process. After establishing the average surface characteristics from AES,
AFM and MFM scans were performed to probe the surface locally. Images of the
surface morphology and magnetic structure with a low magnetic moment tips were
simultaneously acquired. We further verified the chemical composition of specific
regions of a few samples using SEM with EDS.
5.2.3. Results and discussion
A. Effect of Annealing on Surface Compositions
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Figure 5.8 AES plots: (3) annealed / (2) as-deposited CoFeB on 280 nm Cu underlayer, and (1) as-deposited Cu on SiO2 substrates. The kinetic energy ranged from 35
to 65 eV and 80 to 950 eV. The Auger peaks were identified with element names
associated with corresponding Auger electron transition, such as LMM Cu, MNN Cu
etc.
The comparison of surface elemental information of annealed/as-deposited CoFeB
with Cu under-layer and as-deposited Cu by AES measurements at two distinct kinetic
energy ranges (35~65 eV and 80~950 eV) is depicted in Figure 5.8. Because of the
large number of secondary electrons collected at low energy range, AES measurement
parameters such as sensitivity, time constant and oscillation amplitude for lower kinetic
energy range (35~65 eV) are different, and therefore direct comparison of signal
intensities from two ranges is not applicable. The size of electron beam used in this
experiment is around 1 cm in diameter so that the AES data represents an average over
this area.
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The Figure shows the AES spectra at various preparation steps for a given sample. The
chronology of the surface preparation is described by the AES spectrum from bottom
to top. Spectrum (1) corresponds to Cu on SiO2, Spectrum (2) represents the asdeposited CoFeB on Cu, and Spectrum (3) shows the case after annealing at 500 ⁰C for
2 hours. Auger electron peaks in Figure 5.8 are identified with reference to standard
AES spectra [93, 97]. Spectrum (1) shows Cu, along with oxygen at 506 eV and a slight
C peak at 270 eV. C contamination is fairly common in the sample, presumably due to
the outgassing of chamber walls from the high heat of the e-beam evaporator. Similarly
oxygen contamination may have resulted from oxidation when transferring sample
from the e-beam Cu evaporator to the Omicron Analytical system. Nevertheless, we
assume that these contaminants will not play significant role in surface diffusion.
Spectrum (2) shows clearly the LMM 769 eV cobalt peak with perhaps some
contributions for Fe. Being neighbors in the periodic table, LMM Fe peaks overlap with
some LMM Co peaks so they cannot be used to identify Fe. We then use the lower
energy range (<65 eV) in which the MNN Fe and MNN Co peaks differ by a few eV
and are clearly distinct. Cu disappears completely after 7 nm deposition of CoFeB
without annealing. The spectrum reveals that the surface is completely covered by
CoFeB at a thickness greater than the mean free path of the Auger electrons from
copper. The persistence of the oxygen peak, albeit diminished, may come from oxygen
diffusion. Spectrum (3) is the case after annealing. It shows the reemergence of sharp
Cu peaks along with carbon, and concomitant with the disappearance of the Co and Fe
peaks. This suggests that Cu displaces the Co and Fe on the surface, with a likely
scenario that the Co and Fe atoms diffuse into the bulk at elevated temperature.
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However, the B peak is only slightly attenuated after annealing, suggesting that B
remains on the surface. This result is in agreement with reports by several publications
that show the annealing process out diffuses B from CoFe matrix, affecting the
distribution of B in annealed CoFeB thin film [137-139]. It is also worth noting that B
has an extremely high Auger relative sensitivity factor (SB(KLL) = 1.2, SCu(LMM) =
0.23, SCo(LMM) = 0.32, SFe(LMM) = 0.35 ) [98], so that Boron is preferentially
detected.
In order to analyze the relative concentrations, we measure the peak intensities and
compare them against reference standards. While exact quantitative interpretation of
an Auger electron spectroscopy remains a challenge, simple equations with accuracy
can be used to calculate surface composition [97]. The ratio of two chemical elements’
compositions on surface can be estimated using the equation 5-1 [97],
where Ix stands for the absolute peak-to-peak value of chemical element X obtained
from Auger electron spectroscopy. Sx is the relative sensitivity factor of element X.
With Eq. 5.2 and above sensitivity values, the calculated composition ratio of B to Cu
on surface after annealing is 0.13. The noise level of AES spectrum defines the upper
limit of Co and Fe composition ratio to Cu on surface after annealing. Using the listed
sensitivity factor and Eq. (1) with measured standard deviation of the noise signal, for
Fe
the given AES spectrum R Co
Cu  0.11 and R Cu  0.10 . This suggests that the remaining

concentrations of Co and Fe at the surface are at most 11% and 10% respectively. This
corroborates the results of the magnetic and topographic images presented below.
B. Effect of Annealing on Morphology and Magnetic Structure
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Having established the compositions, Figure 5.9 illustrates the change of surface
topography and the formation of magnetic islands from the as-deposited to the annealed
case. The left set represents the surface topography taken by AFM in tapping mode and
the right column shows the corresponding MFM images. MFM utilizes a premagnetized scanning probe to interact with the long range stray field from the sample.
The bright and dark contrast in the MFM images roughly corresponds to magnetic
charges or divergence of magnetization [100]. The resolution of the MFM
measurement is determined by the distance of the probe to the surface [28], which in
this experiment is about 40 nm. The granularity of Cu deposited on Si substrate prior
to annealing is depicted in Figure 5.9a. The as-deposited Cu form grains with size
around 60 nm (inset of Figure 5.9a).
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Figure 5.9 Simultaneously acquired AFM (left) and MFM (right) images of (a) asdeposited Cu on SiO2 substrates, (b) as-deposited CoFeB with Cu under-layer, and (c)
annealed CoFeB with 280nm thick Cu under-layer. Inset: as-deposited Cu. Brightness
and contrast were adjusted to highlight magnetic features.
As expected, the corresponding MFM image of as deposited Cu in Figure 5.9a shows
no magnetic feature. Upon deposition of CoFeB, the surface becomes relatively
smooth. The AFM image in Figure 5.9b is evidence that the as-deposited CoFeB on Cu
form an amorphous film. The few sharp asperities which break up the otherwise
completely featureless surface are probably from contamination during deposition.
Furthermore, despite having a magnetic coating, the corresponding MFM in Figure
5.9b manifests no features as well, except the topographic contamination that filters
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through the MFM image. The tip-sample distance governs the resolution and sensitivity
of the MFM. And the fact that the asperities show up in the MFM indicates that the tip
is very close to the surface and the MFM should be able to detect very weak fields.
Thus we conclude that 7 nm thin amorphous CoFeB film does not produce detectable
magnetic charges. (This is in contrast with our previous findings that as-deposited
15nm and thicker CoFeB films show rich surface structures [2].) But after annealing,
the surface changes drastically in both surface topography and magnetic features.
Figure 5.9c shows the formation of large polycrystalline grains in which smaller
isolated islands are incorporated at the various sites at the grain boundaries. It turns out
that these small islands are in fact magnetic, as shown in Figure 5.9c. We observe that
some of them are single domain which is characterized by a single bright/dark contrast
pair, while others are multi-domain islands [28]. Interestingly, the magnetic islands fall
within a relatively narrow range of size distribution.
To establish the stoichiometry of the islands we examined a representative annealed
sample using SEM with EDS on an annealed sample. The EDS spectra were obtained
at specific spots on the sample and the findings are summarized in Figure 5.10.
Spectrum 8 was obtained from a boxed area encompassing a magnetic particle.
Spectrum 9 was from a fixed point at the center of the particle and Spectrum 10 was
obtained from an area on the background away from the particle. These are indicated
in the inset SEM image. (We note that the labeling of the spectra was defined by the
EDS software and the labels 8-10 carry no specific relevance.) The spectra taken on the
islands clearly show the presence of the magnetic species, while that taken at the
background does not.
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Figure 5.10 EDS spectra: (a) spectrum 8 was obtained from the corresponding boxed
area in the inset, (b) spectrum 9 was obtained from the fixed point in the inset, and (c)
spectrum 10 was obtained from corresponding boxed area in the inset. Inset: SEM
image of annealed CoFeB/Cu bilayer.
We also calculated the apparent concentration based on the intensity profiles and the
results are summarized in Table 5.3. Interestingly, the data indicate that the ratio of
Fe/Co is 0.34 (4.84/14.2) and 0.36 (5.24/14.56) for Spectra 8 and 9 respectively. These
values are very close to the starting ratio of 1:3 in the original target alloy Co60Fe20B20.
This therefore suggests that the magnetic species diffuse together, maintaining their
alloy composition. Moreover, since there are no detectable traces of Fe and Co on the
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background, we conclude that these species have completely migrated and are confined
at the Cu grain boundaries.
Table 5.3 Apparent concentrations of Co, Fe and Cu obtained from EDS spectra.
Apparent concentration

Co

Fe

Cu

Spectrum 8
Spectrum 9
Spectrum 10

14.2
14.56
None

4.84
5.24
None

3.92
2.69
17.73

Figure 5.11 Simultaneously acquired AFM (left) and MFM (right) images of a) CoFeB
on 280 nm Cu annealed at 500 °C, b) CoFeB on 3 nm Cu annealed at 500 °C, and c)
CoFeB on 280 nm Cu annealed at 620 °C. Brightness and contrast were adjusted to
highlight magnetic features.
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Finally, we consider the effect of Cu underlayer thickness and the annealing
temperature. Comparison of Figure 5.11a and b show that for the same annealing
temperature, the thicker (280 nm) Cu under-layer produces less areal density of
magnetic nanoparticles compared to the thinner (3 nm) Cu underlayer. Similarly, the
comparison of Figure 5.11a and c shows that the increased annealing temperature
causes larger Cu grains to grow and thus, lower density of nanoparticles.

Figure 5.12 Histograms of a) particle size and b) areal density distribution according to
the different under-layer Cu thickness and annealing temperatures indicated in the
labels.
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Figure 5.12 shows the histograms of the size and the areal density of the formed islands
under different conditions. A rudimentary statistical analysis of many scans shows that
at 500 °C annealing temperature, the areal density is roughly 0.82±0.58 per square
micron for thick Cu underlayer and 7.68±0.83 for the thin Cu underlayer. The size of
magnetic particle is about 256 nm±36 nm for the thick underlayer, compared with
187nm±44 nm for the thin case. In other words, while the density of magnetic particles
varied by a factor of 8, the particle size varied by less than 60% in over two orders of
magnitude difference in Cu underlayer thickness. This suggests that the underlayer
thickness strongly affects the particle areal density but only weakly affects the particle
size. Other studies have shown that 540 ⁰C is a critical temperature below which Co
and Fe preferentially diffuse to the grain boundary and above the constituent magnetic
ions interdiffuse with under-layer Cu [121]. Thus, fewer nanoparticles are expected
after annealing at 620°C than 500°C. Comparison of Figure 5.11a and c indeed shows
marked difference due to difference annealing temperatures. Statistical analysis of
many similar images give 0.24+/-0.13 per square micron density with 300 nm for the
sample annealed at 620 °C.
5.2.4. Conclusions
In this work, we report a novel method for producing magnetic submicron islands from
bilayer films of CoFeB/Cu. Annealing drives the diffusion of Co and Fe, and the
concomitant growth of Cu islands, which forces the accumulation of cobalt and iron at
the grain boundary sites. Co and Fe migrate together while preserving their alloy
composition in forming magnetic islands. At 500 ⁰C and below, the size is relatively
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constant and varying the thickness of CoFeB underlayer and annealing temperature can
control the areal density.

5.3. Controlled domain wall motion device in CoFeB nanowires
5.3.1. Introduction
The recent development of controlled domain wall motion devices is a promising
technology for the next generation nonvolatile magnetic race-track device or MRAM,
in which the digital information is stored in the domain walls [17, 140]. The evolving
MRAM with high performance and reliability has demonstrated an alternative
approach to Si-based RAM to achieve high bit density and low power consumption
[19]. Domain wall motion (DWM) can be triggered by external applied magnetic field
and spin-polarized current which is theoretically predicted by Berger and
experimentally demonstrated in thin films and nanowires structures [16, 17, 21, 25].
Compared to continuous films, nanowire structures with magnetic domain trapping
sites can offer significant higher storage density (bits per area). Information stored in
DWM devices can be extracted by GMR and TMR readers [17, 25, 115, 141, 142].
Prior experimental work has shown that the use of CoFeB instead of widely employed
Py in spintronics devices can greatly reduce the magnetic domain wall pinning strength
[25]. In this work, we fabricated CoFeB based nanowires with domain wall pinning
sites and demonstrated the controlled domain wall motion with moderate external field.
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5.3.2. Experimental details
The CoFeB nanowire was patterned through e-beam lithography followed by a standard
lift-off process. To assist the lift-off process, a double layer photoresist technique is
employed in the fabrication process. The two layers of photoresist used in this
experiment are PMMA 495A and PMMA 950, which are widely used high-resolution
positive e-beam lithography photoresists. The numbers after PMMA stand for the
molecular weight of the polymer. As lighter molecule dissolves faster, the under-layer
PMMA 495A creates an undercut below the PMMA 950 layer , which facilitates liftoff. The developer used for the process was MIBK/IPA (1:3). The design of the CoFeB
nanowire structure is shown in Figure 5.13. The pattern is a strip with notches that act
a domain wall trapping sites. The nano-constriction notches have been shown to work
well as pinning sites for domain walls [17, 19].

Figure 5.13 Design of the controlled domain wall motion device based on CoFeB
nanowire.
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Figure 5.14 Schematic diagram of DC magneto sputtering process.
CoFeB was deposited on Si substrate by DC magnetron sputtering in a UHV chamber.
The base pressure of the chamber was maintained at 10-9 Torr. Before the magnetron
sputtering, pure argon gas was introduced into the UHV chamber to maintain a
sputtering pressure of 6.1 mTorr. During the sputtering, Ar was ionized by the electrical
field, creating plasma to bombard the CoFeB target. Different from the acceleration of
ions directly towards the cathode in a basic DC sputtering process, the existence of the
strong magnetic field near the target surface in the magnetron sputtering process leads
to electrons travelling along the magnetic flux lines. Thus, the plasma is confined to
the magnetic field, reducing the heating and structural damage of the substrate caused
by ion bombardment. Meanwhile, the electrons trapped in the magnetic field enhances
the probability of ionizing a neutral argon gas molecule, increasing in the number of
available ions and enhancing the sputtering and depositing rate. The schematic diagram
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of the magnetron sputtering process is shown in Figure 5.14. The applied sputtering
power is 69 W. The deposition rate of CoFeB for the system we used was calibrated to
be 1 Å/sec. The CoFeB deposition time was set to be 7 min, corresponding to a roughly
42 nm thick film. Figure 5.15 shows the process flow of the fabrication process.

Figure 5.15 Fabrication process flow of the controlled domain wall motion device
based on CoFeB nanowires
Apart from the lithography of CoFeB thin film, the hysteresis loop of a deposited
continuous film was characterized by vibrating samples magnetometer (VSM). In a
VSM measurement, the sample was placed inside a uniform magnetic field and then
physically vibrated at a high frequency. The change of magnetic flux due to the sample
vibration induced voltage across a nearby coil. The created voltage was proportional to
the magnetic moment or equivalently the total magnetization of the vibrating sample,
independent on the applied quasi-static magnetic field.
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Figure 5.16 Plot of Magnetic field intensity with respect to input current for the C shape
electromagnet.
After sample preparation, the CoFeB nanowire was characterized by AFM and MFM
without and with applied in plane magnetic field. The in-plane magnetic field is
generated from a C shape electromagnet. The sample was placed in between the gap of
the electromagnetic which sits on the X,Y stage while scanning. The electromagnet
was calibrated with a Lakeshore gauss meter. The relation of the input current I with
the generated magnetic field intensity H was plotted in Figure 5.16. The linear relation
between I and H was expected as the magnetic field generated in the gap can be derived
from the following equation [143],

H g ap  N  I / Lg ap

(2.1)

Where Lgap is the gap spacing and N is the number of coils. The slope for the H-I plot
analyzed from a linear fitting algorithm is calculated about -5.9. H field with none input
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current is -6.9 Oe which is due to the remanence of Permalloy core used in the C shape
electromagnet.

Figure 5.17 Measured hysteresis loop of sputtered CoFeB thin film. Inset: zoom in near
zero applied field.

5.3.3. Results and discussion
Figure 5.17 shows the measured hysteresis loop of the deposited CoFeB thin film. From
the Figure, a coercivity field of 19 Oe can be identified for the prepared CoFeB film.
The obtained magnitude of coercivity matches closely with reported data of CoFeB
[144], indicating a soft ferromagnetism of the prepared CoFeB.
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Figure 5.18 AFM images of patterned CoFeB nanowires a) set of four nanowires. b)
zoom-in AFM image of a nanowire with comparison to pattern design in c).
Figure 5.18a shows the AFM images of a set of patterned CoFeB nanowires. The
designed nano-constrictions notches of domain walls can be identified in the images.
The identical structure of the fabricated single nanowire and the original design is
evident from the comparison of the AFM image of Figure 5.18b and CAD drawing of
Figure 5.18c.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.19 MFM images of patterned CoFeB nanowires with applied magnetic field.
The magnetization directions of segments are presented by the dash lines while the
solid line presents the direction of applied external field. Magnitudes of applied
external field are typed on the solid lines.
Magnetic properties of the patterned CoFeB nanowires were investigated with MFM
under the applied in-plane magnetic field. Figure 5.19 shows the captured MFM images
of the CoFeB nanowire under various magnitudes of the applied field. Two notches in
the nanowire are labeled from the left to the right as 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 5.19a
shows the two bright/dark contrast spots in the notch 1 and 2 under a 10.8 Oe magnetic
field pointing left. The two contrast spots stand for two head-to-tail domain walls at the
nano-constriction sites. This configuration of domain walls is the result of the allied
magnetization of the three segments which are separated by the two notches. The
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direction of the magnetization of each segment is indicated by the dashed line with
arrow. After applying a small magnetic field of 6.9 Oe towards the right, as indicated
in Figure 5.19b, a tail-to-tail domain wall is pinned in notch 1. The formation of the
tail-to-tail domain wall originates from the flipping of magnetization, from left to the
right, in the two longer nanowire segments due to the applied field. Figure 5.19 shows
the case when the magnetic field is raised high enough so that the magnetization of all
three segments are aligned in parallel. Summarized from many times of experiments,
we concluded a 22 Oe switching field for the CoFeB based nanowires, which is much
smaller than in Py based devices [17].
5.3.4. Conclusions
Evident from the MFM measurement with in-plane magnetic field, the fabricated
CoFeB nanowires are able to trap domain walls at the pining sites, namely the notches.
Magnetization switching field for the CoFeB nanowires are measured to be much lower
than the Permalloy based nanowires, promising a much reduced switching energy for
the CoFeB based controlled domain wall motion device.
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6. Chapter 6: Wide-bandgap Semiconductor oxide based highperforming ultraviolet photodetectors

6.1. High-performing visible-blind photodetectors based on SnO2/CuO
nanoheterojunctions
6.1.1. Introduction
Transparent oxide semiconductors (TOSs) have attracted considerable attention in
recent years, due to their versatile applications including transparent thin-film
transistors, gas sensors, and optoelectronics [54, 145-147]. Visible-blind ultraviolet
(UV) photodetectors (PDs) are of particular interest, owing to their broad application
in digital imaging, missile plume detection, optical communications, and biomedical
sensing [36, 38, 41, 148]. Due to its wide bandgap and corresponding transparency in
in the visible light region, SnO2 has been shown to be promising for visible-blind UV
photodiodes [149-151].
Typical n-SnO2 PDs work as photoconductors with electrons as the majority carriers.
In a photoconductor, absorption of photons with energy larger than the bandgap energy
generates free carriers, leading to an increase in conductivity for a period known as the
persistence time. The device conducts a single carrier type, and the persistence time
can be lengthened by trapping of the non-conducting carrier type, leading to
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photoconductive gain and quantum efficiency exceeding 100%. At a specific operation
bias, the photocurrent is measured as the response of the PD, which can be used to
calculate the EQE (external quantum efficiency) and responsivity of the device. Current
SnO2 thin-film PD technology is limited by low responsivity, especially at longer UV
wavelengths [152]. Beside the continuous efforts in improving the crystal quality of
SnO2 and approaching the one-dimension SnO2 nanostructures to achieve a better
responsivity [153-155], a new approach by employing pn heterojunctions to further
enhance the light absorption and consequently the performance of SnO2 based UV PDs
is proposed.
Benefitting from the matching band alignment, intrinsic p-CuO and n-SnO2 have been
demonstrated in forming well-behaved pn-heterojunctions [47, 156], making them
promising candidates for optoelectronic applications. Here, we build thin-film SnO2
PDs using a novel, facile, and scalable approach to fabricate nanoscale p-n
heterojunctions with enhanced light absorption in the active material to improve the
performance of UV PDs.
Our simplified PD device fabrication method consists of using rf-sputtering to deposit
SnO2 thin films and Cu nanoparticle (NP) clusters. The top layer of Cu NPs oxidizes
in ambient to form CuO NP clusters, and the primary role of these clusters is to enhance
absorption at the longer wavelength edge of the UV response in the PDs. We used
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to model the light absorption in
devices with and without the CuO NPs and achieved good agreement with the
experimental absorption spectra. Our electrical measurements indicated that the
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inclusion of the CuO NPs improved the responsivity of the PDs more than 5 fold
compared to SnO2-only devices.
6.1.2. Experimental details
The SnO2 thin films were rf-sputtered to sapphire substrates using a Denton Vacuum
Discovery 550 sputtering system. The base pressure was kept at or below 6.7 x 10-4 Pa
(5 x 10-6 Torr) and the substrate temperature was maintained at 325 ⁰C to yield uniform
films. During the reactive sputtering process, a mixture gas of Ar and O2 was
introduced at the rates of 20 standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) and 30 sccm,
respectively. The thickness of deposited SnO2 was estimated to be 95 nm ± 2 nm by a
J. A. Woollam M2000 ellipsometer.
The CuO on SnO2 was deposited by rf-sputtering of Cu at room temperature for few
minutes. After deposition and exposure to ambient conditions, the Cu was mostly (>
95 %) oxidized to CuO state, which was later confirmed by the X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). The Cu was deposited through a shadow mask to form squareshape clusters rather than continuous films on the SnO2 surface. The size of the Cu
clusters was 200 µm x 200 µm and they were 200 µm apart from each other.
Interdigitated electrodes (IDEs) were then e-beam evaporated through a shadow mask
with the Ti/Al/Ti/Au stack. No optimization of the fabrication process was performed.
Figure 6.1 shows a device schematic of the entire structure.
The surface morphology of the SnO2 and SnO2-CuO films was imaged by Bruker
Dimension FastScan atomic force microscopy (AFM). X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements confirmed the chemical status of prepared SnO2-
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CuO films. XPS curve-fitting and analysis was performed using CasaXPS software.
The binding energy scale of the spectrum was calibrated to the hydrocarbon peak at
284.8 eV. The absorption spectrum and absorption coefficient (α) of the SnO2 films
and SnO2-CuO films were studied using Ocean optics QE65000 spectrometer and J. A.
Woollam M2000 ellipsometer, respectively.
Responsivities of the SnO2 and SnO2-CuO PDs were measured at various biased
voltages under a spectrally filtered light source. The measurement, calibrated using a
NIST-calibrated silicon photodiode, had a total uncertainty of ± 5 % (fractional). The
UV photocurrent response of the PDs was recorded for a voltage range of 0 to 1.2 V at
the illumination wavelength of 290 nm.

Sapphire

SnO2

Copper

Electrode

Copper Cluster

Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of the fabricated device. Dimensions are not to scale.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2 (a) and (b) AFM images of SnO2, and CuO cluster, respectively. (c)
Histogram of the size of the deposited CuO NPs.

6.1.3. Results and discussion
Figure 6.2 shows the high resolution AFM images obtained from the CuO cluster, and
SnO2, respectively. The measured root mean square (rms) surface roughness of the
SnO2 film is 1.8 nm and the value increases to 13.8 nm with the presence of fully
covered CuO NPs. The grain sizes of the SnO2 and CuO nanoclusters are estimated as
32.9±13 nm and 74.6±25 nm, respectively. Rudimentary statistical analysis was
performed to generate the histogram, as presented in Figure 6.2d, shows an average
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density of 65 /um2 and height of 45 nm for the CuO NPs. The estimated parameters are
applied in the FDTD optical simulations.

(a)

(b)

XPS Sn

XPS Cu
(c) XRD SnO

2

Figure 6.3 XPS spectra of (a) the Sn 3d and (b) the Cu 2p regions of a SnO2-CuO film,
and (c) 2θ XRD patterns of the deposited SnO2 thin film.
High resolution XPS spectra of Sn 3d and Cu 2p regions of SnO2-CuO film are shown
in Figure 6.3a and b, respectively. As shown in Figure 6.3a, Sn 3d 5/2 peak appears at
binding energy of 487.1 ev with a satellite peak characteristic of Sn 3d 3/2 at 495.5 ev,
which is consistent with other reported XPS data of SnO2 [157]. The spectrum of Cu
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2p region shows combination states of the Cu elements by referring to published reports
[158-160]. Estimated by curve-fitting of the peaks, 95% Cu elements are in the Cu(II)O
form and the other 5 % are either in the Cu(I)O or metal form. Therefore, almost all
deposited Cu NPs are oxidized into CuO. Since the unintentionally doped CuO and
SnO2 typically shows p-type and n-type semiconductivity respectively, we therefore
conclude that the deposited CuO forms pn heterojunction with the underlying SnO2.
Figure 6.3c shows XRD patterns of the prepared 96 nm SnO2 film on a sapphire
substrate. All the diffraction peaks in the XRD spectra are exclusively assigned to the
cassiterite phase of SnO2.
The optical absorbance spectra of the SnO2 and SnO2-CuO films are shown in Figure
6.4b. The absorbance (A) quantifies the attenuation of the transmitted light power with
the following equation,
𝐴 = − log 𝑇

(6-1)

where T is the measured transmittance of the material. A significant enhancement in
the light absorption over the wavelength range of 250 nm to 475 nm is observed in the
film decorated with CuO NPs compared to the bare SnO2 film. To verify the
enhancement mechanism associated with the addition of the CuO NP clusters, we used
FDTD simulations to calculate the optical properties of a 100 nm thick SnO2 film with
and without CuO nanoclusters on top. The CuO NP clusters were modeled as elliptic
paraboloids with heights of 45 nm and diameters of 75 nm. The CuO NPs were
randomly distributed on the SnO2 film with an average surface density of 65 μm-2. The
size and average density values of the NPs were based on AFM measurements of the
real devices. The simulated structure is shown in Figure 6.4a. Refractive indices (n, k
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values) for the SnO2 film were obtained from ellipsometry measurements, and reported
values were used for the refractive indices (n, k values) for the CuO [161] and sapphire
substrate [162]. A broadband (200 nm – 1000 nm) plane wave incident from the
nanocluster side of the device was used as the excitation source for the simulations.

Figure 6.4 (a) Diagram of the setup for the FDTD simulations. A SnO2 film thickness
of 100 nm was used for the simulations with and without CuO NPs. (b) Measured and
(c) FDTD simulated absorption spectra of the SnO2 and SnO2-CuO films. (d) Schematic
band diagram illustrating the hypothesized electron transfer process in the CuO-SnO2
nanoheterojunctions under irradiation. (e) Spatial cross-section of simulated power
absorbed per unit volume at λ = 350 nm in a single CuO NP on a SnO2 film and (f) in
a bare SnO2 film. (g) Spatial cross-section of simulated normalized electrical field
intensity at λ = 350 nm for a single CuO NP on a SnO2 film.
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Figure 6.4b and c show the experimental and simulated absorption spectra for the SnO2
films with and without CuO NP clusters. The simulated and measured spectra show
qualitative agreement in the effect of the CuO NPs on the increase in absorbance across
all wavelengths in the plotted range, the apparent red shift of the absorption onset, and
the change in shape of the absorbance curve. Differences in quantitative agreement can
be attributed to inhomogeneity in the NP size and density distributions, and uncertainty
in the SnO2 film thickness in the real devices.
The simulated spatial absorption profiles for a single CuO NP on a SnO2 film and a
bare SnO2 film at a wavelength of 350 nm are plotted in Figure 6.4e and f. The
normalized electrical field intensity at a wavelength 350 nm is plotted in Figure 6.4g.
There is an enhancement of the local electrical field intensity around the NP and strong
associated absorption within the NP. We attribute the enhanced absorption in the
composite devices to this effect. Our aim was to use this increase in absorption without
relying on an increase in SnO2 film thickness to improve the responsivity of the SnO2based photodetectors.
A schematic band diagram for the SnO2/CuO pn-nanoheterojunctions is depicted in
Figure 6.4d using energy levels reported for p-CuO [163] and n-SnO2 [164]. The
nanoheterojunction structure takes advantage of the intense absorption in the CuO NPs
to transfer a high density of photogenerated electrons from the p-CuO NPs to the nSnO2 film, while the transfer of holes is hindered by the energy barrier at the junction.
The smaller bandgap of CuO (1.35 eV) [163] results in increased absorption at the red
edge of the UV spectrum, and the pn-heterojunction nature of the CuO/SnO2 interface
facilitates charge transfer upon illumination to increase the responsivity of the
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photodetector. Electrons injected into the conduction band of SnO2 from the CuO
increase the free majority carrier density in the photoconductive material, which could
lead to a significant increase in photocurrent in the PD. Although the bandgap of CuO
is small, the nanoscale structure of the CuO particles are predicted to allow the films to
remain “visible-blind” due to poor in-coupling and low absorption in structures that are
much smaller than the visible and infrared material photon absorption lengths.

Figure 6.5 (a) ON/OFF I-V curves for SnO2-only and CuO/SnO2 PDs under UV
illumination at a wavelength of 290 nm. (b) Responsivity as a function of bias and
wavelength for SnO2 and (c) SnO2-CuO thin film photodetecors.
Typical I-V characteristics of the SnO2-only and CuO-SnO2 devices measured in the
dark and under UV-illumination are shown in Figure 6.5a. The photocurrent generated
in the PD with CuO NPs was almost double that of the SnO2-only device under 290 nm
wavelength illumination for all tested biases. The measured dark current for the CuOSnO2 PD was also larger than that of the SnO2-only device, indicating that the
conductivity of the CuO-SnO2 composite film was larger than that of the SnO2-only
film.
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To quantify the performance of the PDs, we used the photocurrent-to-dark current ratio,
defined as:
𝑃ℎ𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝑡𝑜 − 𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝐼𝑈𝑉 −𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘
𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘

(6-2)

where 𝐼𝑈𝑉 is the current under UV illumination, and 𝐼𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘 is the dark current at the
same voltage. The CuO-SnO2 PDs exhibited a PF of ~ 592 at 1.2 V under 290 nm
illumination.
Responsivities of the SnO2 and SnO2-CuO PDs were measured at various bias voltages
under a spectrally filtered light source. The measurements, calibrated using a standard
NIST silicon photodiode, were associated with a total uncertainty of ±5 % (fractional).
In order to obtain stable and reliable data, the photocurrent at each wavelength was
measured with a delay of 180 seconds with respect to the illumination. The need for
stable photocurrent operation precluded higher resolution measurements of the PD
response time.
The UV photocurrent response of the PDs was recorded over a voltage range of 0 V to
1.2 V at an illumination wavelength of 290 nm, as shown in Figure 6.5a. In addition to
light current enhancements, the dark current also increases after the SnO2 surface is
covered with the CuO NPs, despite the assumed formation of a depletion layer. This
increase can be attributed to several potential mechanisms. The small amount of Cu(I)O
or Cu metal visible in the XPS spectrum could lead to an increase in the dark current
which could be ameliorated in future iterations by including a controlled oxidation step
in the fabrication process. Additionally, the presence of defects close to the
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nanojunction interface could reduce carrier lifetimes, potentially act as dopants, and
facilitate leakage paths, contributing to an increase in device dark current.
Figure 6.5b and c illustrate the spectral responsivity of the SnO2 devices with and
without CuO NPs in the low bias regime. The SnO2-only PDs reached a maximum
responsivity of 1.9 A/W at 0.2 V bias under 290 nm illumination, while the devices
with CuO NP clusters exhibited a responsivity of 10.3 A/W at 0.2 V bias under 280 nm
illumination. The incorporation of the CuO NPs resulted in a greater than 5 fold
improvement of the responsivity. Additionally, the SnO2-only PD response had a sharp
cutoff at around 320 nm in wavelength, whereas the SnO2-CuO PDs displayed some
response out to 340 nm in wavelength at low bias. The broadening of the spectral
detection range can be attributed to the drastic enhancement of light absorption and
charge transfer facilitated by the SnO2-CuO nanoheterojunctions in the UVA spectral
region. Although the responsivity of these devices is lower than that of PDs based on
one-dimensional structures [148, 153], it is competitive with thin-film based UV PDs
made from other traditional semiconductor materials [32]. Additionally, this method
produces robust structures without complex fabrication processes that operate at low
bias, making it suitable for practical applications.
6.1.4. Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated high responsivity visible-blind UV PDs based on
sputtered SnO2-CuO nanoheterojunction films. We investigated the properties of the
films using AFM and XPS measurements, confirming that the sputtered Cu forms selfassembled nanoparticle clusters that are composed primarily of Cu(II)O after air
exposure. The peak responsivity reached a value of 10.3 A/W at a low bias of 0.2 V in
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the CuO-SnO2 devices, representing a five-fold increase over the highest responsivity
achieved in devices without CuO NPs. The performance enhancement is attributed to
the intense local absorption of the CuO NPs and the charge transfer facilitated by the
CuO-SnO pn nanoheterojunction structures. Our approach of utilizing CuO-based pn
nanoheterojunctions to enhance the efficiency of visible-blind SnO2 photodiodes
represents a viable path for building UV optoelectronic devices based on cost-effective
materials.

6.2. Tunable

ultraviolet

photoresponse

in

solution-processed

p-n

junction

photodiodes based on transition metal oxides
6.2.1. Introduction
The application of semiconductor oxides in UV PDs benefits from their wide-bandgaps
in UV spectra, low environmental impacts, thermal stability, and feasibility of
constructing bandgap-aligned p-n heterojunctions [165]. Among various demonstrated
semiconductor oxides employed in p-n heterojunction based UV PDs, NiO and ZnO,
which are intrinsically p- and n-type semiconductor oxides respectively, are
particularly favored due to their advantageous electrical and optical properties [165169]. from the II-VI semiconductor ZnO has a direct band gap of 3.3 eV and an exciton
binding energy of 60 meV, has and has been employed for applications in
optoelectronic devices [170]. Moreover, the bandgap can be engineered between 3.3
eV (ZnO) and 7.8 eV (MgO) by formation of Zn1-xMgxO (ZMO) alloys [171, 172]. The
alloyed ZMO maintains high optical transparency to visible wavelengths, which is
important for transparent optoelectronic applications [169]. Additionally, low
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dislocation density during heteroepitaxy [173], high-energy radiation resistance [79],
and chemical stability [80] distinguish ZnO (and ZMO) from other wide band gap
semiconductors such as GaN (and its alloy AlxGa1-xN), ZnSe, and SiC. Moreover, ZnO
is also biocompatible and thus can be utilized in biomedical applications directly [174,
175].
For UV PD applications, ZMO has been primarily realized either as a photoconductor
[176] or a Schottky photodiode [177, 178]. In most scenarios, ZMO films have been
prepared via prohibitively expensive and sophisticated deposition techniques, such as
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [172, 179], sputtering [172, 180], chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) [181], and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [182, 183] and they all
require energy intensive, high vacuum deposition process. Metal-semiconductor-metal
(MSM) and Schottky barrier PDs have their own advantages such as simple planar
structure, no UV absorption by metal contact as well low stray capacitance for the
former and fabrication simplicity, high speed and absence of high-temperature
diffusion processes for the later, p-n junction detectors have even more advantages over
them, viz. low or zero bias currents, high impedance, larger built in voltage than a
Schottky diode made with the same semiconductor as well as low saturation current. In
contrast to the well-documented performance of p-NiO/n-ZnO heterojunctions for UV
PD applications [35, 165, 184], there have been comparably few reports on
homojunction Zn1-xMgxO [185, 186], but p-n heterojunctions made with other non-Zn
based oxides are lacking using sol-gel method.
In this work, we have successfully fabricated semiconductor oxide UV PDs comprised
of solution-processed p-NiO and n-Zn1-xMgxO (x = 0 - 0.1) layers on conductive
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fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) covered glass substrates. The devices show prominent
UV photoresponse that can be tuned by adjusting the Mg contents, consistent with the
bandgap of alloyed ZnO. For higher Mg content (x > 0.1), compositional nonuniformity has been observed over the film which is being manifested in the device
optical properties.
6.2.2. Experimental details
The schematic structure of fabricated PDs is illustrated in Figure 6.6a. The FTO/glass
substrates were first cleaned with acetone and isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath and
subsequently rinsed with deionized water, and finally dried with N2 gas. For fabrication
of UV PDs, NiO precursor was spin-coated on the substrates and the film was
immediately dried at 300 °C for several minutes on a hot plate in a fumehood. The
procedure was repeated multiple times in order to reach film thickness of 250 nm to
300 nm. Similar procedure was repeated for Zn1-xMgxO to achieve  100 nm to 120
nm thick film. Finally, the bilayer films were annealed at 400 °C for 20 min in air.
Ultrathin Ti (10 nm)/Au (3 nm) top contacts were deposited by electron-beam
evaporation at a rate of  (0.5 - 1) Å/s through a metal stencil mask having an array of
circular openings of 3 mm afterwards. The detailed preparation procedure of oxide
precursors is described in the Appendix A.1.
The surface morphology and cross-sectional structure of the PDs were examined using
Bruker Dimension FastScan atomic force microscope (AFM) and Hitachi-4700 high
resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with energy dispersive Xray spectrometry (EDS). Cross-sectional images were taken from freshly cleaved
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samples after coating them with carbon to avoid charging effects. Structural
characterization of the oxide films was conducted using X-ray diffraction (XRD).
Vacuum ultraviolet variable angle ellipsometry (VUV-VASE) measurements were
performed to determine the dielectric functions of the films from which optical band
gaps were extracted by employing Tauc plots [187].
The performance of the devices were characterized for current-voltage (I-V) and
external quantum efficiency (EQE) using a spectrally filtered light source and
illuminated through Ti/Au contacts during the measurement. The light source was
spectrally filtered to deliver monochromatic light from 250 nm to 2400 nm with up to
0.7 nm resolution. Prior to each device measurement, the light source had been
switched on for 20 min to ensure power stability. 13 mm in diameter was estimated for
the size of exposed area. The EQE system was calibrated using a NIST-calibrated
silicon photodiode. A total uncertainty of ±5 % (fractional) is associated with measured
EQE under AM1.5 illumination.
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Figure 6.6 NiO/Zn1-xMgxO heterojunction PD: (a) Schematic of the device showing
metal oxides along with FTO and Ti/Au metal contacts, (b) Cross-sectional SEM (false
color) image of an actual device with x = 0.05. (c) AFM images of all the oxides spin
o
coated on silicon substrates after annealing them at 450 C for 20 min in air.
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6.2.3. Results and discussion
Figure 6.6b is the cross-sectional SEM image obtained from a fabricated PD. The SEM
image clearly shows the multilayer structure that is consisted of glass, FTO, NiO and
Zn0.95Mg0.05O while the top metal contact layer is too thin to be identified at this
magnification. The thicknesses of spin-coated NiO and Zn0.95Mg0.05O can be confirmed
to be 300 and 80 nm respectively from the image. Those numbers are consistent with
the pre-calibrated process recipe. The sharp interface between NiO and Zn 0.95Mg0.05O
indicates smooth surfaces of fabricated films, which is further verified by AFM results
illustrated in Figure 6.6c. From the high-resolution AFM images of spin-coated and
later annealed thin films, clear information of grains can be gleaned at the first sight.
The granularity of Zn1-xMgxO (x = 0.05, 0.1) films is comparable to the grain size of
ZnO film with a typical diameter ranges from 20 to 25 nm. The resemblance in
granularity of ZMO and ZnO films originates from the similarity of the ionic radii of
Zn2+ and Mg2+. However, Zn1-xMgxO (x = 0.05, 0.1) films exhibit much smooth
surfaces when compared to ZnO film. The calculated root mean square (Rq) of Zn1xMgxO

(x = 0, 0.05, 0.1) are 7.15, 2.02, and 2.63 nm, respectively. Distinct from ZnO

and ZMO films, NiO film possesses a larger gain size, roughly around 40 nm, with a
much diminished surface roughness value, 0.45 nm in terms of Rq. The low surface
roughness and small granularity of engineered NiO and ZMO films make them suitable
for fabricating abrupt heterojunctions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7 (a) XRD scans showing diffraction peaks coming from cubic and hexagonal
structures of NiO and Zn1-xMgxO, respectively. XRD measurements confirm the
formation of metal oxides as well as no MgO phase for the alloyed sample. (b)
Estimation of the direct energy band gap of all the oxides from ellipsometry
measurements (Tauc plot). The inset shows the linear fit of the measured band gap as a
function of Mg content.
Figure 6.7a is the XRD patterns of prepared NiO and Zn1-xMgxO (x = 0, 0.05, 0.1)
films. By referring to standard reference, all detected diffraction peaks are identified as
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cubic NiO (JCPDS-78-0643) or hexagonal ZnO structure (JCPDS 36-1451)
accordingly. The broad diffraction peaks are in agreement with the polycrystalline
nature and the small grain size of processed thin films. A subtle but systematic shifting
of ZnO (002) towards higher diffraction angle with an increase in Mg content is
identified with a dash line superimposed onto Figure 6.7a. This observation is attributed
to the slightly lower ionic radii of Mg2+ dopant, consistent with results reported
elsewhere [170]. Owing to the small amount of Mg additive into ZnO, no segregation
of MgO is found from XRD data. Figure 6.7b is a Tauc plot of NiO and Zn1-xMgxO (x
= 0, 0.05, 0.1) that relates the absorption coefficient α which is measured with
ellipsometry with photon energy ℎ𝜈 . Tauc plot is a widely used technique to
characterize optical band gap of semiconductor thin film, through which band gap is
derived from extrapolating of the linear region in the curve of (𝛼ℎ𝜈)1⁄𝑟 as a function
of ℎ𝜈 with zero, whereas r = 1/2 in this case denotes the allowed direct transitions [109].
The inset of Figure 6.7b displays the deduced optical band gaps, 3.24 eV, 3.38 eV, 3.49
eV of alloyed Zn1-xMgxO with different Mg contents x = 0, 0.05, 0.1, respectively while
3.68 eV is found for NiO. The results indicate that all film prepared with our sol-gel
method are suitable for UV PDs as they are highly transparent in the visible light range.
In order to understand the optical absorption and bandgap energy of NiO and Zn1xMgxO,

absorption coefficients (𝛼) are calculated from the dielectric functions of the

thin films using ellipsometry. The optical band gap (Eg) is then derived from the Tauc
plot which is a linear relationship of (𝛼ℎ𝜐)2 vs. photon energy where ℎ𝜐 is the photon
energy (Figure 6.7b). Eg is deduced from a linear fit to the near band gap spectral region
and found to be  3.72 eV for NiO. For Zn1-xMgxO films, there is a gradual blue shift
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of the fundamental absorption edges with the increase of Mg concentration. The value
increases linearly from 3.24 eV for x = 0 to 3.49 eV for x =0.1 which can be fitted with
an equation: 𝐸𝑔 = 3.248 + 1.25. 𝑥. It must be noted here that for x = 0.1, the tauc plot
shows another linear regime at lower energy (below 3.7 eV) in addition to the one used
for linear fitting and this may indicate some composition variation across the sample
as will be discussed later on. Although the ionic radii of Mg2+ ions (0.57 Å ) is almost
equal to that of Zn2+ ions (0.60 Å ) [188], one may expect a wide range of solubility of
Mg in ZnO. The thermodynamic solubility limit of Mg in ZnO is only 4% [189],
although the solid solubility of MgO in ZnO for thin films has been reported 33 mol%
as deposited by PLD [172] and 43% as deposited by MBE [190]. Sol–gel method is
based on equilibrium growth conditions and thus the solubility is influenced by the
starting precursors, solvents, temperature etc. as opposed to other non-equilibrium
growth. The compositional fluctuations in solution-processed Zn1-xMgxO systems have
also been reported for nominal [191-193] to higher [194] Mg content and our data also
indicate some possible compositional variation for x = 0.1. In any case, all the films are
highly transparent in the visible range making them suitable for UV PDs.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 6.8 (a) Energy levels of various components in the PDs. The conduction band
(CB) of Zn1-xMgxO changes with Mg content whereas valence band (VB) position
remains the same. Photogenerated electrons and holes move to their respective contact.
(b) Current-voltage (I-V) plot of the p-NiO/n-Zn0.95Mg0.05O heterojunction diode in
dark and UV illumination at 335 nm with 1.2 µW power. The rectifying nature of the
diode as well as the photoresponse are evident from the I-V data. (c) Responsivity and
detectivity of all the devices at 1 V reverse bias.
The energy levels of various components of the PD are shown in Figure 6.8a, where
Zn1-xMgxO is depicted as a tunable bandgap system due to different Mg content of x.
Based on the reported data, incorporation of Mg2+ into ZnO leads to the modifications
of conduction band (CB) edge of the ternary oxide whereas the valence band (VB) edge
remains unchanged [195]. Thus CB edge values change within ~ 0.25 eV as the
corresponding bandgap of Zn1-xMgxO vary from 3.24 eV to 3.49 eV with an increase
in Mg content (x = 0 - 0.1). Under UV illumination, the photogenerated electrons are
transported through the Zn1-xMgxO layer to the Ti/Au cathode and the holes are
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transported from NiO to FTO anode. Based on the band-edge energy offsets, NiO/ Zn1xMgxO

layers form a type-II heterojunction (Figure 6.8a). The built-in field as well as

the “intrinsic” energy gradient at the type-II interface enables spatial separation of
electrons and holes. The current-voltage characteristics of the heterojunction diodes
reveals the anticipated rectifying behavior in the dark and exhibits an excellent
rectification ratio of  18500 at ± 1 V (Figure 6.8b). Under UV illumination, current
enhancement is observed under reverse bias due to the photogenerated carriers. It is
worthwhile to mention here that the current density of the devices decreases after Mg
alloying due to the increase in resistivity. ZnO is a n-type material and the higher
doping density is attributed to the interstitial zinc and/or oxygen vacancy [196]. By
incorporating Mg into ZnO, the oxygen vacancies are suppressed which reduces the
carrier density in the film. Hence, dark current decreases from 100 nA to 18 nA at a
reverse bias of 1 V when the Mg content increases.
The spectral response of the PD is measured by scaling the measured photocurrent with
that of a Si photodetector, given nominally identical illumination under applied reverse
bias. The typical responsivity and the detectivity of NiO/Zn1-xMgxO devices under a
reverse bias 1 V are shown in Figure 6.8c in the spectral range from 280 to 500 nm.
For ZnO (x = 0), the peak response occurs at 360 nm with the responsivity of  0.22
A/W. The -3dB cut-off edge is close to the absorption edge of ZnO. The photoresponse
moves to the higher energy in Zn1-xMgxO alloy films consistent with the increase of
bandgap. For Zn1-xMgxO with Mg content of x = 0.05, the maximum responsivity
reaches to ~ 0.4 A/W at 310 nm and there is no discernible responsivity for photons
below 360 nm consistent with its bandgap (Figure 6.8b and Figure 6.10b). In case of x
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= 0.1, the responsivity reaches to ~ 0.32 A/W at 300 nm. However, the device shows a
sharp decrease of the photoresponse at 340 nm close to the bandgap of NiO and then
slowly decreases above 350 nm which is the absorption edge of Zn1-xMgxO (x = 0.1).
The responsivity further goes beyond its band gap and this indicates that there is a
possible composition fluctuation across the sample.

Figure 6.9 Nominal and experimentally measured Mg:Zn ratio with Mg content (x) in
Zn1-xMgxO thin films. Spectra have been collected at random locations of the samples.
In order to verify this, EDS analysis has been performed for the compositional analyses
of Mg and Zn in all the samples. The values are plotted as a function of nominal Mg
content (x) and compared with the measured Mg:Zn values as shown in Figure 6.9.
Experimental Mg:Zn ratio shows less deviation from its nominal value for Mg content
of x = 0.05 despite the and thereafter deviates significantly for x = 0.1. Hence, these
data suggest a local compositional non-uniformity for higher Mg content which is
beyond the thermodynamic solubility limit in an equilibrium system like this.
Furthermore, it is possible that Mg may incorporate into NiO during annealing and this
is likely to change the bandgap of NiO,[197] which could explain the photoresponse of
the alloyed samples. Investigating such effects are beyond the scope of this thesis. On
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the other hand, the sample shows the maximum detectivity of (0.17 - 2.2) × 1012 Jones
depending on the composition. Overall, the data clearly show that one can tune the
response of photodiode simply by tuning the bandgap of one constituent materials in
the system.

Figure 6.10 Device performance of NiO/Zn1-xMgxO heterojunctions with various Mg
content, x as a function of applied reverse bias: (a) responsivity, Rλ and (b) detectivity.

The advantages of operating a photodiode under zero or low bias voltage are the low
dark current, low noise level, and large dynamic range. In addition, a low operating
voltage will allow one to take advantage of the large differential resistance near zero
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bias, leading to large directivities. Thus, the devices were further measured below 1 V
to assess the performance shown in Figure 6.10. When the devices were tested in
photovoltaic mode (i.e., under zero bias), the flow of photocurrent out of the device is
restricted. Hence the responsivity is very low particularly for NiO/ZnO devices
(maximum value is ~ 0.34 mA/W at 340 nm). For x = 0.05, it is ~ 1.4 mA/W; the
detectivity is ~ 6.76 × 1010 Jones, both at 340 nm.
When the bias is increased across the device, there is no appreciable response from
NiO/ZnO device below 0.5 V (Figure 6.11a). But for the alloyed samples, the strong
response is detected under the same bias. ZnO is intrinsically an n-type semiconductor
with high carrier concentration, thus at equilibrium, higher doping levels result in
smaller depletion widths [198] and lower quantum yields, since the minority carrier
(i.e. holes for ZnO) diffusion lengths are very short in these materials [199]. Upon
illumination, the minority carrier current increases, mostly from electron-hole pairs
generated within the depletion region. The collection is very inefficient in the quasineutral region (part of the device beyond the depletion region) due to the small minority
carrier diffusion length and thus recombination can take place. For Mg alloyed devices,
the resistivity increases i.e., the doping density decreases with the increase of Mg
content. Thus the depletion width on Zn1-xMgxO side increases. Hence, NiO/Zn1xMgxO

(x = 0.05, 0.1) heterostructure diode shows better photoresponse as compared

to ZnO at the same low bias as the minority carriers in the sample are swept out by the
large electric despite having short diffusion length. The responsivity of the devices
almost saturates at high bias indicating carrier mobility saturation or sweep-out effect
yielding a saturation of the current.
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Figure 6.11 (a) NiO/Zn1–xMgxO heterojunction device response at 350 nm as a
function of applied bias. (b) UV–visible rejection ratio (Ri/R400 nm) for Mg content of
x = 0.05 and 0.1 in which i = (280–400) nm.
The heterojunction devices also exhibit good UV-selective sensitivity with excellent
UV-to-visible rejection ratio ( 𝑅𝑖 /𝑅400𝑛𝑚 , 𝑖 = 280 − 400 𝑛𝑚 ) calculated from the
responsivity at ith wavelength in the UV regime divided by the responsivity at 400 nm
and this gives the rejection ratio for each wavelength. The maximum rejection ratio of
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over 600 has been achieved for Zn1-xMgxO with x = 0.05, but it is lower for x = 0.1
(Figure 6.11b).

Table 6.1 Performance matrix of various Zn1-xMgxO based PDs reported in the
literature.
Material

Configuration

Growth

Bias (V)

𝑴𝒂𝒙. 𝑹𝝀 (A/W)

Ref.

Zn0.38Mg0.62O
System
Zn0.5Mg0.5O

MSM

10

1.664

[200]

p-n

MBE
Method
MBE

2

6𝑚

[201]

Zn0.53Mg0.47O

MSM

Sputtering

5

10.6𝑚

[202]

Zn0.66Mg0.34O

MSM

PLD

10

0.8

[186]

Zn0.66Mg0.34O

MSM

PLD

5

1200

[176]

Zn0.76Mg0.24O

p-n

MBE

9

0.4𝑚

[185]

Zn0.8Mg0.2O
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6.2.4. Conclusions
In summary, simple, cost-effective solution-processed p-n heterojunction UV
photodetectors have been conveniently fabricated on FTO/glass substrates by spincoating method using wide-band gap NiO and Zn1-xMgxO. Sol-gel Zn1-xMgxO thin
films show hexagonal wurtzite type of crystalline structure and no significant change
of grain morphology for all the films studied. The fabricated heterojunction photodiode
exhibits very low dark current under reverse bias with excellent rectification. The PDs
have shown tunable photoresponse with superior responsivity and detectivity in the UV
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regime. Compositional non-uniformity has also been observed for high Mg content.
Considering the advantages of solution-processable fabrication, the devices have
potential for use in low cost, large-area UV PD applications.

6.3. Surface compositions of atomic layer deposited Zn1-xMgxO thin films studied
using Auger electron spectroscopy
6.3.1. Introduction
The incorporation of solid solution of MgO, another II-VI material that has band gap
of 7.8 eV, into ZnO has allowed band-gap engineering in alloyed compound Zn1xMgxO (ZMO) [206]. Tailoring the band gap by adjusting the mixture ratio of MgO to
ZnO is well established by numerous reports [171, 180, 207-209]. The alloyed ZMO
remains optically transparent to visible wavelengths. Additionally, low growth
temperature, high radiation hardness and stable chemical property of ZnO (and ZMO)
distinguish itself from other wide band gap semiconductors such as GaN or ZnSe [80].
The crystal structure of ZnO is hexagonal with a = 3.24 Å and c = 5.20 Å while MgO
is cubic with a = 4.24. Based on the phase diagram, the solid solubility of MgO in ZnO
is merely 4 mol. % due to their entirely different crystal structures [210]. However,
owing to the similarity of the ionic radii of Mg2+ and Zn2+, it was hypothesized and
later confirmed that up to 50 mol. % of MgO doped ZnO metastable thin film can be
deposited by sputtering a single Zn1-xMgxO (ZMO) target [180, 207]. However, MgO
and ZnO phases separate after post-annealing treatment of ZMO thin film prepared by
such sputtering technique [180, 207]. To circumvent the problem of phase segregation
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in sputtered films, alternative fabrication processes, namely, sequential cycling of
alternate MgO/ZnO layers were introduced. Multilayer ZMO grown via pulsed laser
deposition was found to be thermally stable [171]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies
indicate that Mg and Zn form alloys on these films [180, 207]. However, XRD is
sensitive to the bulk and does not provide information about the surface composition.
It is therefore unclear if the ions form alloys or remain atomically distinct on the
surface. To answer this question, we utilized Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) under
ultra-high vacuum (UHV) condition to investigate surface compositions of cycled
MgO/ZnO multilayer thin films prepared by atomic layer deposition (ALD). Among
all the thin film deposition methods, ALD has become a mainstream process in metal
oxide deposition, owing to its advantage of producing conformal layers even on rough
surfaces [211, 212]. AES is a widely used and well established technique to obtain
surface elemental information [128]. Briefly, AES is performed by creating core level
holes on a sample from collisions with incident electron beam. The vacancy is filled by
a transition of an electron from a higher energy level and the simultaneous ejection of
another electron to conserve the energy. The energy of emitted electrons is directly
related to the energy levels of the sample, and serves to identify specific elements on
the surface. The process is highly surface sensitive since only those electrons within
only a few atomic layers on the surface can be detected due to the short mean free path
of Auger electrons [93]. A specific element is identified by its Auger peak positions
and the peak-to-peak magnitude is proportional to its elemental concentration on
surface [93, 97]. We present overwhelming evidence based on AES analysis, that
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indicate that Mg in as-deposited MgO diffuses into ZnO under layer and forms an alloy
of Zn1-xMgxO during the ALD fabrication process.
6.3.2. Experimental details
The Mg composition of the Zn1-xMgxO thin-films was defined by an ALD supercycle
consisting of n [ZnO] cycles interrupted by a single [MgO] cycle where n was varied
between 1 and 9. The details of ALD precursors are described in the Appendix A.2.
For each composition, the number of supercycles was repeated m times such that m ×
(n+1) = 1000. Films with different numbers of m-[MgO]/n-[ZnO] layers (1/4, 2/8, 3/12,
4/16, and 5/20) in a film stack were prepared. We also prepared pure MgO and ZnO
films using same ALD deposition process as references for further studies. After
growth, the ZMO films were maintained inside an inert N2 atmosphere. Spectroscopic
ellipsometry was used to estimate the thickness of the films. The obtained average rate
per ALD cycle for ZnO and MgO is 1.6 Å and 1.0 Å, respectively. The thickness of
prepared films ranges from 1000 Å to 1750 Å. The bulk crystal structure and optical
bandgap of the films were probed using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and ultraviolet-visible
spectroscopy (UV-Vis), respectively. The surface morphology of the films were
examined by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
The samples were transferred from ALD to AES chambers within few hours and then
kept under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) condition (base pressure < 10-9 torr) to outgas
surface contamination such as water vapor for several hours before AES measurement.
Contamination was inevitable due to the ambient exposure of the samples during the
transfer process. However, the AES spectra obtained in our experiment showed clear
peaks of Zn, Mg and O. Therefore, it is not likely that surface contamination had
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influenced our conclusion that Mg ions diffuse into ZnO underlayer. The AES study of
the ZMO thin films were performed in an Omicron Analytical system under UHV
conditions. A retarding field analyzer was utilized to filter and collect emitted Auger
electrons. AES spectra were obtained in two kinetic energy ranges. One started from
450 eV to 1200 eV and the other ranged from 25 eV to 80 eV. The chosen kinetic
energy covered the Auger peak positions of MNN/LMM Zn, KLL O, and LMM/KLL
Mg. The low kinetic energy range (25 eV to 80 eV) was severely influenced by the
collected secondary electrons so that AES experimental parameters such as oscillation
amplitude, sensitivity, and lock-in time constant were adjusted differently for the two
ranges. Therefore, a direct comparison of signal intensities from different kinetic
ranges is impossible. Lastly, the spot size of incident electron beam was around 1 cm2,
so that the AES results represent an averaged signal across the exposed area.
6.3.3. Results and discussion
Figure 6.12a illustrates the schematic diagram of a Zn0.75Mg0.25O (Mg/Zn =1/3) thin
film. Fig. 1b and 1c show the surface morphology of Zn0.5Mg0.5O (Mg/Zn = 1/1) and
Zn0.66Mg0.33O (Mg/Zn = 1:2), respectively. The high-resolution AFM images, shown
in Figure 6.12b and c, reveal relatively smooth surfaces and small grain sizes of the
ALD fabricated multilayer thin films. The estimated root mean square (Rq) surface
roughness is 2.75 nm and 3.42 nm for Zn0.5Mg0.5O and Zn0.66Mg0.33O, respectively.
The grain sizes of the two fabricated ZMO films are very close, both ranging from 40
nm to 50 nm. The similarity of the surface granularities of the ZMO films originates
from the resemblance of the Mg2+ and Zn2+ ions.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.12 (a) schematic diagram of a Zn0.75Mg0.25O (Mg/Zn =1/3) thin film, and AFM
images of (b) Zn0.5Mg0.5O (Mg/Zn = 1/1) and (c) Zn0.66Mg0.33O (Mg/Zn = 1/2).

Figure 6.13 AES spectra of MgO film, ZnO film and Zn1-xMgxO films with Mg/Zn
ratio 1/1 to 1/6 and 1/9. Inset: Differences in AES peak positions of MNN Zn and LMM
Mg transitions with respect to various Mg content.
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Figure 6.13 shows the AES spectra of undoped MgO, undoped ZnO, and Zn1-xMgxO
films (Mg/Zn = 1/1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, and 1/9) prepared using the ALD technique.
In the figure, spectrum 0 corresponds to the data from the undoped MgO sample while
spectrum 8 is from the undoped ZnO film. Spectra 1 to 6 sequenced from bottom to top
were obtained from the Zn1-xMgxO thin films with the ratios of Mg to Zn from 1:1 to
1:6, respectively and 1:9 for Spectrum 7. The detected Auger peaks of each film are
labeled in the figure. From the spectra, we observe that all AES spectra of ZMO films
show LMM Zn Auger peak at 981 eV, albeit peaks diminish with increased Mg content.
By contrast the KLL Mg peak at 1172 eV drops precipitously as Mg content decrease.
Indeed, when the Mg/Zn ratio falls below 1/3, the KLL Mg peak becomes too weak to
be distinguished from noise level. Given the fact that the MgO is the topmost layer in
all films and that Auger electrons are excited and collected only within a few atomic
layers under surface [93], the disappearance of KLL Mg peaks strongly suggest that
the deposited Mg atoms on the surface of ZMO films diffuse into the ZnO underlayer
during fabrication. The diffusion of Mg from the surface is also bolstered by the results
shown in the inset, which shows the difference in Auger peak positions of LMM Mg
and MNN Zn collected at low energy spectra. As the Mg content decreases from
spectrum 1 (Mg/Zn = 1/1) to spectrum 6 (Mg/Zn = 1/6), the difference in kinetic
energies of the LMM Mg and MNN Zn Auger electrons increases monotonically from
19.5 eV to 22 eV. The expanded difference is an evidence for the chemical environment
changing of Mg ions, suggesting that Mg ions diffuse into ZnO bulk and form alloy
with Zn during ALD fabrication.
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In order to further verify the diffusion of Mg ions into bulk, we studied another set of
samples with the same Mg/Zn ratio of 1/4 (Zn0.8Mg0.2O) but with increasing numbers
of MgO/ZnO ALD layers (1/4, 2/8, 3/12, 4/16, and 5/20) in a repeated film stack. Figure
6.14 shows the AES spectra collected from these samples. Spectrum 0 is the data
obtained from undoped MgO sample while data from undoped ZnO film is labelled as
spectrum 6. Spectrum 1 to 5 corresponds to 1 to5 MgO layers in a repeated film stack,
respectively. Notice again that AES is surface sensitive. With the increased amount of
Mg from more layers on the top, one would expect to observe Mg AES peak. However,
the absence of all KLL Mg Auger peaks of Zn0.8Mg0.2O films at 1172 eV manifests the
deficiency of Mg on the surface, indicating the diffusion of Mg ions into ZnO
underlayer. The difference of the collected MNN Zn and LMM Mg Auger electrons
fluctuates within only ± 1 eV, as shown in the inset, indicating that the chemical
environment of the ions is more or less similar in all the Zn0.8Mg0.2O films. This is
expected for films with the same Mg/Zn ratio since the concentration rather than the
number of layers governs the diffusion.
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Figure 6.14 AES spectra of MgO film, ZnO film, and Zn0.8Mg0.2O films (Mg/Zn ratio
1/4) with Mg/Zn layers from 1/4 to 5/20. Inset: Differences in AES peak positions of
MNN Zn and LMM Mg transitions with respect to various Mg content.

O
O
Figure 6.15 Calculated composition ratios of O to Zn (RO
Zn RZn ), O to Mg (RMg ), Mg to
Mg
Zn (RZn ,) and uniform O to Zn (RO
Zn (uniform)) ratios for (a) Figure 6.13 and (b) Figure
6.14. The composition ratios labeled with steroid were calculated using standard
deviation of noise signal ranging from 1155 eV to 1185 eV.
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To further understand the atom distribution on the surface, we calculate the surface
compositions of the ZMO films with equation 5-1. Values of Auger sensitivity factors
for different elements have been tabulated and published in open source [98]. With the
obtained peak-to-peak values of KLL O and LMM Zn Auger peaks from spectra in
Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 and SO(KLL) = 0.28 and SZn(LMM) = 0.17[98], the ratios
of surface composition of O to Zn (RO
Zn ) can be calculated for ZnO film and ZMO films.
Mg

Similarly, RO
Mg as well as RZn , of MgO film and Zn1-xMgxO (Mg/Zn = 1/1 and 1/2)
films can be estimated from the KLL O and KLL Mg AES peaks with SMg(KLL) = 0.06
[98]. Since KLL Mg peaks are indistinguishable from noise level of AES spectra of
ZMO (Mg/Zn < 1/3) films, surface composition of Mg on those films cannot be
calculated. However, by replacing the peak-to-peak intensity of KLL Mg with the
standard deviation of noise from 1155 eV to 1185 eV of the corresponding AES
spectrum, we can estimate the upper limit of surface Mg compositions of these films.
RO
Zn (uniform) is a proposed ideal value that denotes the scenario in which O and Zn
ions are uniformly distributed in the ZMO films. It is defined by the following equation,
R OZn (uniform)=R  R OMg (MgO)  (1  R)R OZn (ZnO)

(6-3)

O
where RO
Mg (MgO) is the calculated O to Mg ratio of MgO film and R Zn (ZnO) is the

ratio of O to Zn calculated from AES data of ZnO film. R is the ratio of Mg/Zn in the
ZMO film. All calculated composition ratios are presented in Figure 6.15. From this
analysis, we glean two conclusions. First, the values of RO
Mg in Figure 6.15a agree with
the qualitative observation from Figure 6.13 that the concentration of Mg ions on the
surface decreases precipitously below the Mg/Zn ratio of 1/3. Note here that the actual
compositions of Mg ion for Zn1-xMgxO (Mg/Zn < 1/3) films are even less that the
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correspondent RO
Mg . So that the disappearance of Mg Auger peak in the spectra is not
because of the low LMM Mg sensitivity factor. Secondly, RO
Zn shows the exponential
decay towards the ZnO end, which is due to the attenuation of MgO overlayer with the
decreasing amount of Mg. The result indicates that the depletion of Mg causes the
surface to be oxygen rich. This conclusion is also supported by the fact that RO
Zn for
ZMO films is higher than the ideal RO
Zn (uniform). Similar clues can also be gleaned
from Fig 4b. Despite a sharp decrease from 1/4 to 2/8 of Mg/Zn samples, the rest values
O
of RO
Mg are relatively constant and more than 50% higher than the RMg for MgO film

(spectrum 0). The excessive amount of oxygen is due to the diffusion of Mg rather than
the Auger electrons from ZnO that filter through the MgO overlayer. Because
otherwise, the values of RO
Mg with respected to the increased MgO layer in the film
stack should decrease monotonically due to the attenuation effect. Therefore, we
conclude that Mg diffuses into underlayer of ZMO films, leaving the extra amount of
oxygen on surface.
We performed XRD measurements as well to supplement bulk information of the
prepared films to our surface analysis results. Figure 6.16a shows the results. In the
Figure, the XRD data of the films for Zn/Mg > 2 reveal the (100), (002), and (101)
diffraction peaks that are characteristic of the ZnO hexagonal wurtzite structure. For
Zn/Mg = 1, the 2θ position of the (100) and (101) peaks are shifted to lower and higher
values, respectively. A weak but characteristic peak associated with the (200) plane of
the MgO face-centered cubic structure is observed only in the pure MgO film. The
absence of the (200) MgO peak in the ZMO films suggests no segregation of MgO in
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the multilayer films. The effect on the optical bandgap (Eg) as the ZnO/MgO ratio is
varied is displayed in Figure 6.16b. We estimate Eg using a linear fit of the absorbance
near optical band edge. The results are presented in the inset which shows the increase
in Eg with higher Mg content of the film. Both the XRD and optical bandgap results
strongly indicate the incorporation of Mg into the ZnO lattice.

Figure 6.16 (a) Dependence of bulk crystal structure of the thin films on the Zn/Mg
ratio from x-ray diffraction. (b) Optical absorption of the films as function of
composition. The inset shows the increase in the optical band gap with higher Mg
content of the film.

6.3.4. Conclusions
We performed AES on the interrupted ALD fabricated Zn1-xMgxO films and analyzed
the spectra to obtain the surface compositions. Our results indicate that Mg ions diffuse
into ZnO underlayer during the low temperature (150 °C) process while oxygen from
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MgO remains on surface, forming Zn1-xMgxO alloy. The result is in agreement with the
observations from XRD measurement and absorbance spectra. The surface study using
AES, but not limited to AES only, provides an approach from surface science to
demonstrate the alloying of alternating cycled Zn1-xMgxO thin films. Technically, any
surface elemental analytical tools, such as AES, Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and secondary ion mass spectrometry
can be employed to assess the diffusion of Mg ions on surface in the ZMO films.
Moreover, multilayer thin films that are not applicable for bulk analytical techniques
can benefit from this surface analytic technique to obtain alloying information from
surface compositions.
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7. Chapter 7: UV-assisted operation of semiconductor oxides
based gas sensors at room-temperature

7.1. Chemiresistive NO2 sensor based on TiO2 thin films
7.1.1. Introduction
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) pollution has become a critical global issue in recent years.
NO2 is a toxic gas and a major cause of acid rain and photochemical smog. The source
of NO2 mainly arises from the fossil fuels, automobile engines, and industrial plants
[65]. The demand for controlling and monitoring NO2 has driven the gas sensor
research community to detect a range of NO2 concentrations from about 100 nmol mol1

(ppb) in ambient atmosphere [213] to hundreds of µmols mol-1 (ppm) in various

industries [214, 215].
Solid-state semiconductor oxides have drawn continuous attention for the last few
decades, as they promise miniature and low-cost sensors with capability of detecting
numerous gas species and many other optoelectronic applications [35, 44, 209, 216].
Among the studied oxide semiconductors, titanium dioxide (TiO2) stands out owing to
its extraordinary chemical stability, resistance to harsh atmospheric conditions [217],
and low production cost. TiO2, a wide-bandgap and intrinsically n-type semiconductor,
has been extensively investigated as a NO2 gas sensor [53, 58, 217-220]. The sensing
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mechanism governing the n-type oxide semiconductors is the concentration of surfaceadsorbed oxygen modulated by reducing or oxidizing analyte gases, which
consequently transduces the conductivity of the sensor. Thus, the exposure of TiO2
films to reducing gases such as H2 and CO increases its conductance while oxidizing
gases like NO2 do the opposite [217]. However, the poor conductivity of intrinsic TiO2
poses a challenge for realizing oxidative gas sensors [58, 217, 219]. To overcome the
shortage, one approach to boost the conductivity of TiO2 is the addition of dopants such
as Cr [217], Al [220], and Nb [218]. Alternatively, ultraviolet (UV) illumination can
be used to induce the photoconductivity of TiO2 and thereby enhances the sensing
performance of TiO2 based sensors. Additionally, UV-assisted chemical sensing opens
up the intriguing potential of gas detection at room-temperature for sensors based on
wide-bandgap oxides [61, 64, 65, 221].
In this work, we demonstrate the use of rf-sputtered anatase-TiO2 thin-films for NO2
detection. The fabricated sensors operate at room-temperature under UV illumination
and thus fill the application gap of existing TiO2 based gas sensors. The measured
response of the device exhibits a broad NO2 detection range from 100 ppm to 500 ppm.
The fabricated sensors show no response to gases such as CO or CO2 even at the
concentration of 1000 ppm, indicating a good selectivity of the fabricated sensor. A
detailed list of sensing responses to gas analytes is attached in the Appendix B.
7.1.2. Experimental details
The TiO2 thin films were prepared by radio frequency (rf) sputtering of a 99.9% pure
TiO2 target (Kurt. J. Lesker) using a Denton Vacuum Discovery 550 sputtering system.
Rf-sputtering is a most utilized low-cost method to produce uniform and dense TiO2
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thin films [222] and compatible with microelectronics fabrication processing. The base
pressure was kept at or below 2.7 × 10−4 Pa ( 2 × 10−6 Torr) and the substrate
temperature was set at 325 ⁰C to enhance the uniformity of the deposited films. 50
standard cubic centimeters per minute (sccm) Ar gas and 300 W rf-sputtering power
were maintained during the process to yield a deposition rate of 2.4 nm/min. For sensor
applications, 12 nm TiO2 films were deposited onto 5 mm × 5 mm sapphire substrates
using the above recipe. Interdigitated contacts were e-beam evaporated through a
shadow mask using the Ti (40 nm)\Al (100 nm)\Ti (40 nm)\Au (40 nm) stack. The
samples were then thermally annealed in Ar environment for 30 s at 700 ⁰C to form
good Ohmic contacts on TiO2 films.
The surface morphology of the TiO2 thin-film was examined with Bruker Dimension
FastScan atomic force microscopy (AFM) under tapping mode. The small (7 nm) radius
of the loaded AFM tip ensures enhanced lateral resolution of obtained scans. The
chemical state of prepared TiO2 thin-films was confirmed by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). XPS analysis was performed using a Kratos Analytical Axis-Ultra
DLD X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer with a monochromated Al Kα source (150 W)
and a nominal analysis area of 300 μm × 700 μm. Low resolution survey scans (160
eV pass energy, 0.5 eV step size) were taken at 0⁰ and 45⁰ to the surface normal. In
addition, high resolution scans (20 eV pass energy, 0.1 eV step size) were measured at
0⁰ and 45⁰ to the surface normal for C 1s, O 1s, N 1s, Ti 2p, Al 2p and Al 2s. XPS
curve-fitting and analysis was performed using CasaXPS software (v. 2.3.26, Pre-rel
1.4). The binding energy scale was calibrated to the C 1s C*-C peak at 284.5 eV. The
optical absorbance and absorption coefficient (α) of the TiO2 films vs. wavelength were
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characterized using an Ocean optics QE65000 spectrometer and J. A. Woollam M2000
ellipsometer, respectively. Structural characterization of the oxide film was conducted
by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku SmartLab system. To obtain a reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio in the XRD scans, a thicker (50 nm) TiO2 film was deposited under
identical conditions onto a large (3-inch) boron-doped Si wafer.
The gas sensing performance of the fabricated sensor was investigated at roomtemperature in a custom-built apparatus. A gaseous mixture of NO2 and breathing air
was introduced into the sensing apparatus. Mass flow controllers independently tuned
the flow rate of each component, determining the composition of the mixed gas. The
sensors were biased with a constant 5 V supply and currents were measured by a
National Instrument PCI DAQ system. A 365 nm light emitting diode provided the UV
illumination to the sensor. The output power of the UV source was maintained at 469
µW over 1 cm2 exposure area with less than 0.5% variation, as verified with a Newport
power meter.
7.1.3. Results and discussion
A. Analysis of TiO2 films
A schematic diagram of the proposed sensor is illustrated in Figure 7.1a. The surface
morphology of a prepared 10 nm TiO2 thin-film on sapphire substrate is shown in
Figure 7.1b and c. The AFM image shows the relatively smooth surface as well as small
grain size of the TiO2 thin-film. The estimated root mean square roughness (Rq) is
roughly 0.42 nm while the grain size of annealed TiO2 films was estimated to be in the
range of 15 nm to 18 nm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.1 Fabricated TiO2 thin-film device: (a) Schematic of the device showing TiO2
along with sapphire substrate and Ti/Al/Ti/Au contacts. AFM images of (b) sapphire
substrate and (c) TiO2 coated sample after annealing at 700 ⁰C in Ar ambient for 30 s.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2 XPS spectra of the prepared TiO2 thin-film: (a) Full spectrum survey scan
collected at 0⁰ to the surface normal. The inset shows the calculated surface
compositions from XPS survey scans performed at both 0⁰ and 45⁰ to the surface
normal. (b) High resolution scans of O 1s and Ti 2p regions. The solid lines represent
the deconvoluted peaks from collected signals (denoted by open circles).
Figure 7.2a shows a full spectrum XPS survey scan of a prepared TiO2/sapphire sample
collected at 0⁰ to the surface normal. The peak intensities are normalized by the Kratos
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relative sensitivity factors provided by CasaXPS. The inset of Figure 7.2a lists the
calculated surface compositions from XPS survey scans collected at both 0⁰ and 45⁰ to
the surface normal. All peaks in the XPS spectra are attributed to the sputter-deposited
TiO2 or the sapphire substrate except for C and negligible amount of N. The relative
increase in C atomic percentage observed at 45⁰ indicates that the species arises from
the surface contamination. The intensity of photoelectrons escaping from the sample
will be attenuated as they pass through an overlayer. As the collection angle is
increased, the collected electrons pass through the overlayer at an angle, therefore
traversing a greater distance through the overlayer and experiencing greater attenuation
due to the overlayer than they would at a collection angle of 0⁰. Therefore,
photoelectron signals arising from superficial contamination will show a relative
increase, whereas those signals arising from elements beneath a surface contamination
layer will show a relative decrease, as observed for Al, Ti and O. Therefore, C appears
to be superficial adventitious contamination, presumably due to exposure of the sample
to the ambient environment after deposition, rather than from a contaminated sputtering
process that affects the lattice structure of TiO2. This corroborates the XRD results
presented below. Thus, the emergence of C is regarded as harmless to the fabricated
device. Figure 7.2b shows high resolution, deconvoluted XPS scans of the Ti 2p and O
1s regions. A typical Ti 2p doublet peaks centered at 458.3 eV and 464.1 eV verifies
the presence of TiO2 (Ti4+) while the main O 1s peak at 529.6 eV is assigned to lattice
oxygen from TiO2, and the side peak at higher binding energy is attributed to surface
hydroxylation [223, 224].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3 (a) XRD patterns of 50 nm TiO2 coated Si showing diffraction peaks arising
exclusively from anatase phase of prepared TiO2 and Si substrate. The inset confirms
the diffraction peaks of the Si substrate. (b) Obtained absorbance spectrum of the
prepared TiO2 thin-film from UV to visible light regions. The inset shows the
estimation of the indirect optical band gap of TiO2 using Tauc plot.
Figure 7.3a shows XRD patterns of the prepared 50 nm TiO2 film on a 3-inch Si
substrate. We use the large Si substrate instead of small sapphire pieces as large surface
area of TiO2 yields better signal-to-noise ratio in our XRD measurement. Results by
other groups show that for rf-sputtered TiO2, the nature of substrate has very limited
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influence on the crystal structure of the deposited film [51]. The inset shows the XRD
diffraction peaks obtained from a bare substrate. All the diffraction peaks in Figure 7.3a
are assigned to the anatase phase. No rutile phase is observed in the XRD patterns.
Thus, the XRD data indicates that the prepared TiO2 film is a polycrystalline anatase
phase, which is likely due to the low deposition temperature (< 400 °C) [225] and the
low annealing temperature (< 900 °C) [226]. Figure 7.3b shows the UV-vis absorbance
of the prepared TiO2 film in the 275 nm to 700 nm wavelength range. A sharp decrease
of the film absorbance in the visible region (λ > 400 nm) shows a high transparency of
the film in the visible region. The inset of Figure 7.3b shows the Tauc plot. By
following Tauc’s approach as discussed in Chapter 4, the estimated optical bandgap of
the prepared TiO2 is 3.26 eV, in good agreement with reported anatase values [225].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4 Dynamic responses of the TiO2 based sensor exposed to: (a) 250 ppm NO2
mixed with breathing air under UV illumination and dark. (b) Comparison of NO2
response under UV at mixture of 100 ppm, 250 ppm, and 500 ppm with breathing air.
The inset shows the measured responses under UV as a function of NO2 concentrations
with uncertainty.
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B. Sensing performance
Figure 7.4a shows the room-temperature dynamic responses of the TiO2 sensors
exposed to 250 ppm NO2 under UV illumination and in dark conditions. For both UV
on and off conditions, the sensors are subjected to 250 ppm NO2 exposure for 5 min
followed by 5 min exposure to breathing air. Under UV illumination, the current level
of the sensor increases roughly 5.5 times over the dark condition. Compared to the
small and noisy gas response in the dark, the sensor demonstrates reversible and distinct
NO2 chemiresistive response under UV illumination. Moreover, unlike shifting of the
baseline current observed in the dark operation, the TiO2 sensor maintains constant
baseline current after three gas exposure cycles under UV illumination. Notably, this
stable baseline current is essential for sensing applications. The response of the TiO2
sensor is defined as the relative change in resistance in presence of the analyte,

𝑆=

𝑅𝑔 −𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑜

(7-1)

where Rg and Ro are measured resistances of the sensor with NO2 and air flow,
respectively. The calculated responses with and without UV illumination are 2.4% and
1.6%, respectively. When exposed to NO2, the response time (τres) is defined as the
time taken by the sensor current to reach 80% of the response (I0 - If), where I0 stands
for the current measured in air and If is the steady current in the presence of the analyte.
While the recovery time (τrec) represents the time required for the sensor to recover to
20% of the response with air flow. The τres = 100 s and τrec = 210 s are observed for
sensing operation under UV as marked in Fig. 4a. Due to the noisy signal, the
corresponding response and recovery time for the dark case are difficult to estimate
accurately. Figure 7.4b shows the responses of the sensor to different NO2
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concentrations under UV illumination at room-temperature. The response is tested for
NO2 concentrations ranging from 100 ppm to 500 ppm. The response reaches saturation
at high concentration under UV illumination. Such wide sensing range makes the TiO2
film suitable for industrial NO2 sensor applications.

Figure 7.5 Schematic of proposed NO2 gas sensing mechanism of the TiO2 sensor
under UV illumination: (a) In dark environment with breathing air in. (b) Under UV
illumination in breathing air. (c) Under UV illumination with mixture of NO2 and
breathing air.

C. Mechanism of NO2 sensing under UV
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A proposed possible gas sensing mechanism of the TiO2 based sensor is illustrated in
Figure 7.5. According to surface science experiment results, oxygen adsorbs on TiO2
surface at a broad range of temperature from 105 K to 1000 K [227, 228]. The adsorbed
oxygen are chemisorbed at oxygen vacancy sites, surrounded by Ti3+ pairs, forming
oxygen anions on TiO2 surface [229]. Meanwhile, reports have confirmed O-2 as the
dominant chemisorbed species on TiO2 [228, 230]. Therefore, the adsorption of the
oxygen is equivalent to the ionosorption of oxygen by taking nearby electrons near on
TiO2 surface as described by the following equation [61],
𝑂2 (𝑔) + 𝑒 − → 𝑂2− (𝑎𝑑)

(7-2)

The schematic shown in Fig. 5a describes such a condition where O-2 is adsorbed on
the polycrystalline TiO2 surface in dark. The surface-adsorbed O-2 induces the built-in
electric field across the depletion region, resulting in high resistance in the dark. Upon
UV illumination, photogenerated electron-hole pairs within the depletion region are
separated by the electric filed. While photogenerated electrons are driven into the bulk,
photogenerated holes migrate to the surface and recombine with the adsorbed O-2 . Both
processes decrease the depth of the depletion region, leading to the increase in current.
Eventually, the surface adsorption and desorption processes of oxygen reach
equilibrium as depicted in Figure 7.5b. When exposed to NO2 as shown in Figure 7.5c,
the resistance of the sensor increases due to the following reaction [48],
2𝑁𝑂2 (𝑔) + 𝑒 − (ℎ𝑣) → 2𝑁𝑂(𝑔) + 𝑂2− (𝑎𝑑)

(7-3)

NO2 acts as a scavenger for photogenerated electron, resulting in decreasing the photo
current. In addition, this reaction also restores surface adsorbed O-2 concentration,
which broadens the depletion region, resulting in further decrease of the current. Table
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7.1 summarizes some of the proposed NO2 sensors based on TiO2 and their
corresponding operating conditions.
Table 7.1 Operation conditions of TiO2 based NO2 sensors
Sensor materials (dopant)

Operation temperature (⁰C)

Detection limits (ppm)

TiO2-WO3 [231]

350-800

20

ZnO-TiO2 [53]

250

2-20

TiO2 [58]

450-550

2-25

TiO2(Cr) [217]

250

2-50

TiO2(Al) [220]

400-800

50-200

Nano-tubular TiO2 [219]

300-500

10-100

Nano-TiO2(Nb) [218]

100-200

10

TiO2 (this work)

Room-temperature, UV

100-500

D. Enhancement of responsivity with foreign receptors
As introduced in the earlier chapter, decorating certain noble metals on SCOs based
sensors can sometimes improve their gas analyte responses [43]. This response
enhancement due to loaded foreign receptors is also observed in our TiO2-Au and TiO2Ag systems towards NO2 sensing. We prepared the two kinds of surface decorated
samples by DC sputtering Au and Ag onto TiO2 thin films. TiO2 thin films were
fabricated with the above recipe, namely rf-sputtering of TiO2 thin film, depositing
electrodes, and annealing at 700 ⁰C for 30 sec in Ar environment. Deposited metal
layers were engineered to form well dispersed discontinuous Au and Ag nanoparticles
(NPs) with high coverage areas. The morphologies of deposited NPs were
characterized with AFM.
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(a) Ag NPs

(b) Au NPs

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.6 AFM images of deposited (a) Ag NPs and (b) Au NPs on TiO2 based sensors.
Insets: Histograms of particle sizes of the deposited metals.

Figure 7.6 shows the high resolution AFM images of sputtered Ag and Au NPs. All the
quantitate analysis of the AFM images were performed with Nanoscope Analysis
software. The estimated rms roughness of Ag and Au layers are 4.03 nm and 1.41 nm,
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respectively. The average particle sizes of the deposited NPs are 33.4 nm and 27.7 nm
for Ag and Au, respectively. More high resolution morphological images of Ag and Au
NPs that were deposited with different process parameters are presented in the
Appendix C.

Figure 7.7 Dynamic responses of the TiO2-Ag and TiO2-Au based sensors exposed to:
500 ppm NO2 mixed with breathing air under UV illumination.
Figure 7.7 shows three dynamic 500 ppm NO2 on and off cycles of the TiO2-Au and
TiO2-Ag based sensors under UV illumination. The sensors are exposed to an
alternating flows of NO2 and dry air for 300 sec. The responses of the sensors under
first NO2 on/off period exhibit differently from the others. At the beginning of the first
NO2 exposure cycle (at 110 sec), the monitored responses of both sensors remain
relatively stable. This is due to the delay of the gas flowing through the long pipes.
Later, currents of the biased TiO2-Ag and TiO2-Au sensors drop precipitous upon the
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arrival of the analyte flow around 250 sec and 200 sec, respectively. On the contrary,
both sensors respond to the exposure of NO2 immediately in the following cycles. The
sensors cannot fully recover within the exposure of 300 sec dry air, which is evident
from the measured current at the end of each NO2 cycle. However, the TiO2-Au based
sensor shows a very stable 500 ppm NO2 detecting current baseline around 1.65 µA,
which ensures a promising application of this sensor scheme for NO2 leakage detection.
A slightly drift of the current baseline is observed for the TiO2-Ag film.
Figure 7.8 plots the calculated response (S) of TiO2 and TiO2-metals based sensors to
the third NO2 cycle under UV illumination. The sensors were exposed to 500 ppm NO2
for 300 sec followed by 300 sec to breathing air. The value of S is 2.2 %, 9.1 %, and
23.7 % for TiO2, TiO2-Ag and TiO2-Au systems, respectively. The results clearly
indicate that the incorporation of Au and Ag NPs on TiO2 surface enhances the analyte
detection. The 500 ppm NO2 response time (τres) is 56 sec, 86 sec and 40 sec for TiO2,
TiO2-Ag and Au sensors, respectively. The corresponding recovery time (τrec) is 163
sec, 179 sec and 189 sec for TiO2, TiO2-Ag and Au sensors, respectively.
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Figure 7.8 Comparison of 500 ppm NO2 response under UV for sensors fabricated with
TiO2 thin film, TiO2 with Ag and TiO2 with Au bilayer films.
E. Enhancement of NO2 sensitivity with optimized TiO2 fabrication procedure

Figure 7.9 Measured current of TiO2 based sensor of (a) dynamic UV ON/OFF
response and (b) I-V sweep in dark from -5 V to 5 V.
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I further optimized the fabrication procedure of TiO2 thin films by annealing the
sputtered films prior to the deposition of metal contacts to prevent electrodes from
being damaged by the high annealing temperature. TiO2 sensors built with this new
recipe demonstrate a precipitous increase in NO2 sensitivity. Figure 7.9a shows a
typical dynamic UV response of the TiO2 sensor based on new recipe with ~ 2.2 on/off
ratio. From the dynamic response plot, we can estimate a roughly 100 second
photocurrent stabilization time after UV illumination. Figure 7.9b shows the I-V sweep
from –5 V to 5 V in the dark condition. The linear I-V curve indicates the formation of
ohmic contacts between the deposited electrodes and TiO2 thin film.

Figure 7.10 Dynamic responses of the TiO2 based sensor exposed to 500 ppm NO2
mixed with breathing air under UV illumination and dark.
Figure 7.10 shows the measured currents of the TiO2 sensor to 500 ppm NO2 under UV
illumination and dark conditions. The carrier gas of the low concentration chemical
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analyte is dry air. The film was repeatedly exposed to 500 ppm NO2 for 300 sec
followed by 300 sec dry air under both UV and dark conditions. Under UV
illumination, the film exhibits reversible and intense NO2 response compared to the the
dark condition. Moreover, the response current to NO2 in the two cycles remains
constant under UV illumination, unlike the linear shifting of the current observed
during the dark operation. These remarkable differences in the chemical responses
clearly indicate that UV light facilitates the adsorbing and desorbing of NO2 on TiO2
surface, as discussed elsewhere [54]. The increased baseline current under UV
illumination is due to the generation of photon electron-hole pairs.

Figure 7.11 Comparison of 500 ppm NO2 response under UV for sensors fabricated
with old and new recipe of TiO2 thin films.
Figure 7.11 shows the comparison of NO2 responses under UV with the optimized and
the initial recipes. Upon the exposure to 500 ppm NO2 for 300 sec, the new TiO2 sensor
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exhibits a rapid response time (τres) of 26 sec and reaches a maximum of 15.9% current
change. The sensor requires a 132 sec recovery time (τrec) in the breathing air to reset
its photocurrent.

F. Investigation of surface contamination and morphology on the sensing
performance
Thin film oxides have attract extensive attention owning to their use in memory
devices, UV detectors, gas sensors, and many others. The numerous applications
benefit from the unique properties of the thin film oxides including physical, optical,
and chemical. These properties are known to be strongly dependent on the surface
conditions of the thin films. However, it is not yet clear how surface properties of the
thin film gas sensor affect its analyte sensing response. Here, I investigate the influence
of surface carbon contamination and roughness on the NO2 sensing properties of TiO2
thin film sensors. The surface of the films were intentionally contaminated and
damaged with organic polymers (photolithography resist) and microwave plasma,
respectively. For the carbon contamination study, photolithography resist (PR) was
firstly coated onto the annealed TiO2 film. To eliminate the surface morphology change
due to the addition of organic polymers, the PR coated TiO2 was then mildly cleaned
with Acetone, IPA, and DI water. XPS and AFM measurements of the film show
detectable trace of carbon residues and resembling surface morphology to the as-is
annealed TiO2 films, respectively. For the surface roughness study, the TiO2 films were
coarsened by exposing the surface to the microwave plasma of O2 at the power of 1000
W for 15 mins. AFM data manifests the damaged pristine surface. XPS data reveals the
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close stoichiometry and chemical states of the blasted film to the as-is state. The
interdigitated metal contacts were e-beam evaporated onto the distinctively prepared
films for electrical measurements.
The surface morphology and roughness of the prepared TiO2 thin films were obtained
with atomic force microscopy (AFM) using a Bruker Dimension FastScan system. The
stoichiometry of chemical state of prepared films were measured by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). XPS measurement was conducted in a Kratos Axis165 system with a monochromated Al source and a 30 µm imaging spot. Survey scans
were performed at 0⁰ and 45⁰ to the surface normal at a 1 eV step size. Additionally,
high resolution scans with 0.1 eV step size were taken for Ti 2p, C 1s, and O 1s. XPS
data analysis was performed using CasaXPS. The spectrum scale of the binding energy
was calibrated towards the hydrocarbon peak at 284.8 eV.
Figure 7.12 shows the high resolution AFM images of the prepared samples. Gleaning
from the first glance, the plasma damaged sample (Figure 7.12c) exhibits totally
distinct morphology from the quite similar as-is annealed and carbon contaminated
samples. Quantitatively, the root mean square (rms) surface roughness, listed in Figure
7.12d, doubles for the plasma damaged sample from the other cases. The values are
0.32 nm, 0.3 nm and 0.65 nm for the as-is annealed, contaminated, and microwave
plasma damaged samples, respectively. These results clearly indicate the applied
microwave plasma coarsens the surface of TiO2 film, while the morphology remains
identical after the carbon contamination treatment.
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Figure 7.12 AFM images of (a) as-is annealed TiO2, (b) contaminated TiO2, and (c)
plasma damaged TiO2. (d) Table of estimated rms roughness for each sample.
Surface chemical information of the samples were obtained with XPS scans collected
at both 0⁰ and 45⁰ to the surface normal. Figure 7.13a shows the collected XPS survey
data of the 01 as-is annealed, 02 contaminated, and 03 plasma damaged TiO2 films, at
the 0⁰ incident angle to the normal of samples. All the detected peaks can be assigned
to the prepared films (Ti and O), the expected adventitious contamination (C), and the
sapphire substrates (Al). The escaping electrons which transverse through the thin TiO2
layer from the underlayer substrate attribute to the Al peaks. This collection of
underlayer signal may be diminished with more surface sensitive analytic techniques,
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such as Auger electron spectroscopy [147]. Figure 7.13b presents the ratios of the
compositional concentration calculated from the XPS scan at 45 ⁰ over 0 ⁰, for all the
detected elements. Compare to the collection angle of 0 ⁰, the excited electrons travel
a longer distance through the overlayer at the 45 ⁰ and thus experience greater intensity
attenuation. Therefore, those signals arising from elements beneath a super-surface
layer will show a relative decrease (ratio < 1) with increased collection angle, as
observed for O, Ti and Al. In contrast, the relative increase in atomic percentage of C
in all samples at 45 ⁰ indicates that C arises from the surface contamination. In general,
the estimated atomic concentrations of the detected elements vary within a narrow
range for the examined TiO2 films at 0 ⁰ incident angle, as shown in Figure 7.13c. The
most notable difference is the increase of C from roughly 10 % in the as-is annealed
and plasma damages samples to 17 % in the PR coated and removed TiO2 sample. This
additional C, along with the conclusion that C lays on surface, suggests that the
implemented organic polymer cleaning process contaminates the surface with C
residues. Figure 7.13d shows the almost identical Ti 2p peaks, with only slight
variations in the signal intensities, of the examined TiO2 films. These data are collected
from high-resolution (0.1 eV) XPS scans at the incident angle of 0 ⁰. The binding
energies and shapes of the Ti peaks are in good agreement with the reported XPS
measurements for TiO2.
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Figure 7.13 (a) XPS spectra of the prepared 01 as-is annealed, 02 contaminated, and 03
plasma damaged TiO2 thin films. (b) Ratios of concentrations calculated from the XPS
45 ⁰ scan to 0 ⁰ scan. (c) Atomic concentrations of the detected compositions in the
examined TiO2 films at collection angle of 0 ⁰. (d) High-resolution XPS spectra of Ti
2p regions of the TiO2 films.
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Figure 7.14 XPS spectra of C 1s region of (a) 01 as-is annealed, (b) 02 contaminated,
and (c) 03 plasma damaged TiO2 films. (d) Concentrations of the C-C, C-O components
and the ratio of C-O to C-C in the TiO2 films.
The components of C in the TiO2 films are revealed by the high resolution XPS studies
in the C 1s region. Figure 7.14a, b, and c show the obtained C 1s peaks from the 01
as-is annealed, 02 contaminated, and 03 plasma damaged TiO2 films, respectively. All
the C 1s peak are deconvoluted into C-C peaks at 284.8 eV and C-O peaks at 286.4 eV.
While the carbon spectra of the as-is annealed and plasma damaged samples appear to
be similar, a much higher C-O peak is noticed from the contaminated film at the first
glance. The concentrations of the C components in the TiO2 films are estimated by
quantifying the areas of the fitted C-C and C-O curves, data shown in Figure 7.14d. An
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additional 3 % of C-C and 3.6 % of C-O components appear on the surface of the
contaminated TiO2 film, which increases the ratio of C-O to C-C in the film
significantly to 50.8 % as well.
Proper surface oxidization states of metal oxides are critical for high sensitivity and
selectivity of the oxide-based gas sensors. The O 1s regions of the TiO2 films are
resolved in detail with high resolution XPS scans. Figure 7.15a, b, and c show the
deconvoluted O 1s peaks, lattice oxide and hydroxide, of the 01 as-is annealed, 02
contaminated, and 03 plasma damaged TiO2 films, respectively. The main O 1s peaks
at 529.6 eV are assigned to lattice oxygen from TiO2, and the side peaks with higher
binding energy are attributed to the hydroxylation of the films [54]. No notable
difference is observed from the spectra of the O 1s regions, which means the
contaminated and plasma damaged films retain the oxidization information from the
as-is annealed state. Figure 7.15d shows the concentration of O components and ratios
of lattice oxide to hydroxide in the investigated films. The concentrations of
components are normalized to the percentage of Ti in the corresponding film to
eliminate the influence due to the C variation in the examined TiO2 samples. Observed
from the data, the normalized amounts of lattice O remain almost the same and the
concentrations of hydroxide vary merely few percentages (within the error of the XPS
tool) in the TiO2 films. Therefore, we believe that the studied TiO2 films share the same
fingerprint of the oxidization states.
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Figure 7.15 XPS spectra of O 1s region of (a) 01 as-is annealed, (b) 02 contaminated,
and (c) 03 plasma damaged TiO2 films. (d) Concentrations of the lattice oxide and
hydroxide normalized to the concentrations of Ti in the films, and ratios of hydroxide
to lattice oxide.

Having established the surface chemical information of TiO2 thin films that were
cleaned with different processes, we later fabricate NO2 sensors with those thin films
to investigate their gas sensing performance. The carrier gas for the measures is dry
breathing air. The sensors fabrication process follows the optimized recipe as discussed
in the last section. Figure 7.16 shows the monitored currents of the prepared sensors to
500 ppm NO2 under UV illumination. The sensors were exposed to 500 ppm NO2 for
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300 sec followed by 300 sec dry air in one sensing cycle. The full measurement lasts 3
NO2/Air cycles.

Figure 7.16 Dynamic responses of (a) S01 as-is annealed TiO2, (b) contaminated TiO2,
and (c) S03 plasma damaged TiO2 to 500 ppm NO2 under UV illumination.
The UV photocurrents of S01 and S02 are about 3 times higher than S03. This
difference implies that the thickness of S03 is reduced by the microwave plasma
etching. The distinct 2-step current drop in all of the first NO2 cycles is due to the builtup pressure at the microflow controller upon the delayed opening. At the end of the
first NO2/Air cycle, the observed currents of all sensors have not fully recovered to
their initial baselines in the air. Therefore, the sensors lose a portion of their responses
upon the first exposure to 500 ppm NO2, which is due to the diffusion of the gas into
the deep underlayer and the very slow desorption rate of these analytes. Evident from
the smallest difference of the baseline current, S03 shows the fastest recovery rate than
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the others. However, S01 and S02 exhibit very stable NO2 responding currents while
S03 shows a slight increase in the response and recovery current after cycles.

Figure 7.17 Comparison of the sensitivity of the as-is annealed, contaminated and
plasma damaged TiO2 films to 500 ppm NO2. The time for 80% response and recovery
was labeled.
Figure 7.17 shows the measured responses to 500 ppm NO2 under UV illumination of
the as-is annealed, contaminated, and plasma damaged TiO2 films. The maximum
sensitivity are observed at the end of the NO2 exposure with the values 15.9 %, 21.1 %
and 12.5 % for the as-is annealed, contaminated, and plasma damaged TiO2 films,
respectively. Therefore, the TiO2 films are chemiresistively sensitive to the NO2,
regardless of the distinct surface conditions. The important figures of merits for the gas
sensors, namely the response time (τres) and the recovery time (τrec) are defined as the
time taken by the measured current to reach 80% of total current change in the presence
of NO2 (τres) and air (τrec), respectively. For the as-is annealed, contaminated, and
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plasma damaged TiO2 films, the observed response time are 26 sec, 78.6 sec, and 125.4
sec and the recovery time (τrec) are 132 sec, 166 sec, and 189 sec, respectively.
Therefore, both the surface carbon contamination and roughness of the TiO2 film
suppress the response and recovery rate significantly. These results suggest that the
adsorption and desorption rates of the gas analyte depend strongly on the surface
conditions of the impurities and defects states.

G. Demonstrated semiconductor/metal systems for detecting various gas analytes
Table 7.2 summaries various manufactured semiconductor oxide/metal based gas
sensors that respond to different gas analytes. The sensors are fabricated with similar
procedures as the elaborated TiO2 or TiO2-Au/Ag thin films based NO2 sensors.
Appendix D details the parameters of these gas sensors.
Table 7.2 Database of semiconductor/metal thin films based gas sensors
Sensor materials

Detecting gases

Reference (Figure 7.18)

TiO2-Pt

H2

(a)

TiO2-Cu

CO2, CO

(b) and (c)

SnO2-Cu

HCl, Cl2

(d) and (e)

SnO2-Fe

H2S

(f)

SnO2-Pd

H2

(g)

CuO

HCN

(h)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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(g)

(h)

Figure 7.18 Demonstrated gas responses to various semiconductor/metal systems (a)
TiO2-Pt to H2 at 25 ppm, 50 ppm and 100 ppm. TiO2-Cu to (b) CO2 at 500 ppm, 5000
ppm and (c) CO at 5000 ppm in 20% room humidity and dry air. SnO2-Cu to (d) Cl2 at
2 ppm, 10 ppm, 20 ppm and 100 ppm and (e) HCl at 100 ppm, 20 ppm and 10 ppm. (f)
SnO2-Pd to H2 at 10000 ppm to 50000 ppm. (g) SnO2-Fe to H2S at 10 ppm to 5000
ppm. (h) CuO to HCN at 1000 ppm.

7.1.4. Conclusions
In this study, we have successfully fabricated selective TiO2 based NO2 sensors that
work at room-temperature under UV illumination. The prepared anatase TiO2 thin-film
exhibits small grain size, smooth surface, and sharp UV absorbance. Assisted by UV
illumination, the TiO2 film shows a reversible and distinct NO2 response with a
relatively short response time at room-temperature. No response to the CO or CO2 is
measured with the TiO2 based sensors. The measured responses to different NO2
concentrations indicate a broad detecting range from 100 ppm to 500 ppm. The
proposed gas sensing mechanism under UV relies on the modulation of the depletion
region in TiO2 due to the change in surface-adsorbed oxygen concentration.
Furthermore, Au and Ag particles deposited on TiO2 enhances the response of the TiO2
base sensors. AFM and XPS examinations reveals that surficial carbon contamination
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and increased surface roughness deteriorate the NO2 sensing performance. Beyond the
elaborated TiO2 and TiO2 with Ag and Au systems, various semiconductor
oxides/metal systems were manufactured and tested with a list of target gases by
employing the thin-film based sensor scheme. Many of those demonstrated material
systems shows prominent sensing performance towards certain gases, which makes
those systems potential candidates for gas sensing applications.

7.2. Semiconductor oxides/oxide-metals functionalized GaN nanowires for chemical
gas sensing
7.2.1. Introduction
Gallium nitride (GaN) nanowires (NWs) functionalized with metal-oxides
nanoparticles (NPs) have been explored extensively for gas sensing applications in the
past few years. These sensors have several advantages such as miniature size, lowpower consumption and fast response and recovery time over conventional schemes.
The morphology of the oxide functionalization layer is critical for faster response and
recovery time, with the target size distribution of NPs being in the range of 10 to 30
nm. However, morphological characterization of these NPs on GaN NWs can be
challenging using commonly-used techniques such as scanning electron microscopy,
transmission electron microscopy, and x-ray diffraction. Here, we demonstrate
electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) in combination with atomic force microscopy
(AFM) as a non-destructive technique for morphological characterization of the
dispersed TiO2 NPs on GaN NWs. We also discuss the applicability of this method to
other material systems with a proposed tip-surface capacitor model. The gas sensing
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performance of the fabricated TiO2/GaN and TiO2-Pt/GaN nanowires-based sensors
have been demonstrated towards NO2 and H2, respectively.
7.2.2. Experimental details
High-quality GaN wafer was commercially available for the fabrication of GaN
nanowires. The GaN layer was epitaxially grown on c-plane sapphire with an AlGaN
buffer layer. The nanowire patterns were manufactured using inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) etching in the gas environment of Cl/N2/Ar 25/5/1 sccm at 40°C. The
ICP etching mask was consisted of a SiN passivation layer and a Ti/Ni mask layer that
was patterned using deep-UV projection lithography.

The nanowire fabrication

process was precisely monitored by AFM measurement at each step to control the
dimensions of the nanowires. The ICP etched GaN nanowires were later chemically
polished in the mixed 10% wt. potassium hydroxide (KOH) with ethylene glycol
solution at 80°C. The ohmic contacts (Ti/Al/Ti/Au) to GaN nanowires were deposited
by e-beam evaporation. Please refer to the cited reference [232] for the detailed
fabrication process of top-down etched GaN nanowires. The functionalization layer of
TiO2 was rf-sputtered on top of GaN nanowires with an estimated thickness of 2.5 nm.
The deposition rate of TiO2 was reduced by lowering the power from 300 W to 100 W.
Post-annealing conditions of the sputtered TiO2 were maintained at 700 ⁰C for 30 sec
in Ar environment. The annealed GaN nanowires with functionalization TiO2 layer was
examined by high-resolution electrostatic force microscopy (EFM) in combination
with atomic force microscopy (AFM). The morphology of imaged TiO2 nanoparticles
was analyzed with Nanoscope Analysis software.
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7.2.3. Results and discussion
Figure 7.19 shows the high-resolution AFM image obtained on GaN wafer. The image
shows characteristic fringes of GaN lattice with threading dislocations, observed as
dark spots in the image. The estimated rms roughness of the examined GaN surface is
0.312 nm.

Figure 7.19 High-resolution AFM image on GaN surface.
Figure 7.20 shows the obtained AFM images during the dry etching process of GaN
nanowires. Figure 7.20(a) shows the defined Ti/Ni mask for ICP etching. To pattern
the nanowire structure, we firstly expose and develop the coated PR layer on the
passivation SiN layer by deep-UV stepper photolithography. The metal mask results
from the lift-off process of the e-beam evaporated metal layer on the patterned PR layer.
Gleaned from the AFM measurement, the thickness of the metal layer is roughly 133
nm and the width of the mask at bottom is about 1 µm. The two 62 nm side peaks of
the metal mask result from the shadowing effect of the e-beam evaporation. Figure
7.20(b) shows the ICP etched GaN nanowire structure using the above metal mask. The
ICP etching stops at the AlGaN buffer layer, resulting a 665 nm high nanowire
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structure. The cross-section of the nanowire shows a taped shape with 1 µm and 411
nm in width at the bottom and top, respectively. Figure 7.20(c) is the AFM image
obtained after the etching of metal residual and SiN passivation layer. The height of
the GaN nanowire is diminished to 614 nm, in good agreement with the thickness of
the GaN layer. The width of the nanowire at the top increases to 460 nm while the
bottom width remains at 1 µm.

Figure 7.20 AFM images of nanowire in chronological order of (a) deposition of metal
mask for ICP etching, (b) as-is ICP etched nanowire, and (c) residual mask and SiN
passivation layer removed GaN nanowire.
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Figure 7.21 AFM images of a 100 µm long etched GaN nanowire.
Figure 7.21 shows the AFM images obtained from 5 consecutive segments of a 100 µm
long nanowire. The results indicate a relative smooth side walls of the etched structure,
despite occasional dirt. The uniformly controlled width along the nanowire is evident
from the Figure as well.

Figure 7.22 Schematic diagram of the tip-surface capacitor model for EFM.
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Electrostatic Force Microscopy (EFM), like Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM)
shown in Figure 4.3, lifts up scan lines to the given height above the samples surface
at the end of one AFM trace under tapping mode. Instead of probing the magnetic force,
EFM measures the long-range electrostatic force between the conductive tip and the
sample surface. The free space between the biased tip with V volt and sample forms a
capacitor C. The energy stored in the capacitor is,

𝐸 =

1
2

𝐶(𝑉 − 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 )2

(7-4)

where the VCPD is the difference in work function between the tip and sample. The
negative gradient of the energy gives the expression of electrostatic force F,
1 𝜕𝐶
1 𝜕𝐶
⃗ = −∇𝐸 = − 1 𝜕𝐶 (𝑉 − 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 )2 ∙ 𝒙
(𝑉 − 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 )2 ∙ 𝒚
̂−
̂−
𝑭
(𝑉 − 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 )2 ∙ 𝒛̂ (7-5)
2 𝜕𝑥

2 𝜕𝑦

2 𝜕𝑧

The detected signal of EFM, phase shift P, is proportional to the gradient of F in z
direction,

⃗ ∙ 𝒛̂ = −𝑘
𝑃 = 𝑘∇𝑭

1 𝜕2 𝐶
2 𝜕𝑧 2

(𝑉 − 𝑉𝐶𝑃𝐷 )2

(7-6)

where k is the system coefficient of the EFM measurement and VCPD is the contact
potential difference between the tip (Φtip) and sample (Φs).
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Figure 7.23 Plot of the phase signal as a function of applied bias with parabola fitting
curve.
Figure 7.23 shows the detected phase signal with respect to the applied voltage, which
convincingly verifies the parabolic dependence of P to V as predicted by Eq. 7-7. The
best fitting parabola curve of the data can be analytically expressed as,
𝑃𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 = −0.48(𝑉 + 0.12)2 + 3.18

(7-7)

The expression suggests a -0.12 eV difference in the work function of the metallic tip
(Co) to the surface (Au). This result agrees well with the reported work functions for
Co and Au, which is 5.0 eV and 5.1 eV respectively [233]. The constant term 3.18 is
due to the offset in the EFM scan and 0.89 is proportional to the second derivative of
the capacitance with respect to z.
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(a) AFM
GaN

AlGaN

0V
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(b) EFM

(c)
0V
-1 V
-2 V
-3 V

-4 V

Line profile of EFM image

Figure 7.24 Images of the fabricated GaN nanowire (a) AFM image with zebra scale
bar, (b) EFM image with 0 V to -4 V applied voltage. (c) Plot of phase signal of the
selected lines (red and black) in (b).
Figure 7.24a and b show the AFM and EFM images obtained spontaneously from the
etched GaN nanowire. The AFM image uses the zebra style scale bar, whose contrast
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reflects the local variation in height. Evident from the AFM image, the surface of the
fabricated GaN nanowire and AlGaN substrate is smooth with estimated rms roughness
less than 0.7 nm. The corresponding EFM image is obtained at a constant tip height of
40 nm, with a progressive decrement of 1 V in bias voltage from 0 V. The detected
phase signals of the two selected lines are shown in Figure 7.24c. The red and black
lines correspond to the GaN and AlGaN regions, respectively. The phase contrast
between the two materials deviate rapidly with the increased bias voltage, indicative of
the feasibility of using EFM to differentiate low-conductive materials.

Figure 7.25 Plot of the phase signals obtained from GaN and AlGaN regions as a
function of applied bias with parabola fitting curves.
Figure 7.25 is the plot of phase signals gleaned from GaN and AlGaN regions with
respect to different bias voltages. The fits to quadratic functions of the two sets of data
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confirms the (V-VCDP)2 dependence as mentioned previously. The analytical
expressions are,
𝑃𝐺𝑎𝑁 = −0.79(𝑉 − 1.35)2 − 0.4

(7-8)

𝑃𝐴𝑙𝐺𝑎𝑁 = −0.45(𝑉 − 2.15)2 − 0.139

(7-9)

The expressions indicate the difference between the work functions of the tip to the
examined GaN and AlGaN are 1.35 eV and 2.15 eV, respectively. Given the condition
that the tip has a work function close to 5.0 eV, the estimated electron affinities of the
GaN and AlGaN are 3.65 eV and 2.85 eV, respectively, in good agreement with the
reported data using ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy measurements [234, 235].
Having demonstrated the applicability of EFM in characterizing low-conducting
materials, Figure 7.26a and b show the captured AFM and EFM images on the TiO2
functionalized GaN nanowire. The two images were acquired spontaneously under
tapping mode. The scanning probe was held at the height of 40 nm above the surface
to detect the phase contrast during the EFM measurement. The spatial variation of
phase is proportional to second derivative of the electrostatic force with respect to z, as
described in the Eq 7-7. The AFM data is scaled in the zebra style, which allows the
depicting of wide-ranging height into a 2D image with detailed surface features. Clearly
visible from the AFM image, the surface of the fabricated device, including the GaN
nanowire, the AlGaN substrate and the passivation layer, is covered with granular TiO2
nanoparticles (NPs). In corresponding EFM image, the phase contrast between the NPs
and their surroundings convincingly indicates that the observed TiO2 NPs adhere to the
surface individually and are well dispersed. Figure 7.26c is the generated 3D rendering
of the AFM images with the label for each region. The estimated rms roughness of the
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GaN region, AlGaN region and passivation region is within a narrow range of 2 nm to
2.5 nm.

(a)

AFM

(b)

EFM
(c)

Figure 7.26 (a) AFM and (b) EFM images of functionalized TiO2 nanoparticles on GaN
nanowire. (c) Schematic diagram of the GaN nanowire with TiO2 nanoparticles.
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(a)
P1
P2

P3

(b)

Figure 7.27 (a) AFM image on surface of TiO2 NPs coated GaN nanowire. (b) Line
profiles of three selected TiO2 particles, indicated with P1 (black line ), P2 (red line),
P3 (blue line) in (a).
In addition to the confirmation of the formed TiO2 NPs on surface, high resolution
AFM image on the GaN nanowire is shown in Figure 7.27a. The estimated roughness
of the region is about 2 nm. The image clearly manifests the granular of the dispersed
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TiO2 NPs on GaN surface. Three typical NPs, labeled as P1, P2 and P3 in Figure 7.27a,
are selected to show their line profiles in Figure 7.27b. Gleaned from the plotted data,
the heights of the particles ranges narrowly from 3 nm to 3.8 nm. The measured size in
diameter of P1, P2 and P3 are roughly 53 nm, 57 nm and 50 nm, respectively.
Figure 7.28a shows the gas sensing performance of the TiO2 functionalized GaN
nanowire sensors at room-temperature. The sensors were exposed to 500 ppm NO2 for
300 sec followed by 300 sec breathing air, under UV illumination. The monitored
current decreases due to the presence of NO2 analyte and recovers in the air. The results
demonstrate the reversible and distinct gas response of the proposed sensor scheme
which is comprised of the backbone GaN nanowire and the functionalized oxide layer.
However, the sensitivity of the sensor to the gas analyte is merely 1.1 % to 1.7 % with
the baseline shifting. To surmount the circumstances, foreign receptors were exploited
and loaded onto the oxide functionalized sensors to promote their sensitivity to certain
gas anelytes. Figure 7.28b shows the TiO2-Pt functionalization multilayer enabled H2
detection of the GaN nanowire based sensor at room-temperature. Under the UV
illumination, the current of the TiO2-Pt/GaN sensor increases to the exposure of 10%
H2 and decreases in the air. The estimated sensitivity of the sensor to the 10 % H2 is
about 20.6 %. In addition to the enhanced sensitivity, the sensor exhibits an instant
temporal response as well. The estimated 80 % response time (τres) is less than 5 sec
for the sensor. After recovering in the air for 300 sec, the current of the sensor resumes
90 % from the active H2 detecting state to the initial state. These prominent sensing
performance make the TiO2-Pt/GaN based sensor suitable for H2 concentration
monitoring application.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.28 Dynamic gas responses of (a) TiO2 functionalized GaN nanowire to three
cycles of 500 ppm NO2 under UV illumination. (b) TiO2-Pt functionalized GaN
nanowire to three cycles of 10 % H2 under UV illumination.

7.2.4. Conclusions
In this study, we have successfully demonstrated the highly sensitive and selective gas
sensors based on GaN nanowire with oxide/metal multilayers. The geometry of the
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fabricated GaN nanowires can be precisely controlled with the ICP and KOH etching.
The functionalization of the GaN nanowire for gas detection is realized by loading
catalytic active TiO2 NPs and TiO2-Pt on the surface of nanowires. The characterization
of the deposited TiO2 using the combinatorial scanning probe tools, EFM and AFM,
reveals the wide-spread distribution of the granular TiO2 NPs on the surface. The
functionalized GaN nanowires with TiO2 and TiO2-Pt responds to NO2 and H2,
respectively.

7.3. Future challenges
Further investigation on the semiconductor oxide based gas sensors can be proceeded
in the following aspects.
For the TiO2 thin film based NO2 sensors, the challenge of achieving a very-fast
response and recovery rate remains. In addition to the proposed oxide nanoparticles
functionalized GaN nanowires schemes, some other gas sensor structures are worth
investigating as well. One promising candidate is the so called gate-refreshable
structure. In this case, a metal gate is deposited on the backside of the TiO2 thin film
device, in contact with the sapphire substrates. This back gate is going to be used as a
third terminal of the sensor to modulate the depth of the majority charge depletion
region, with the biasing voltage. Notice again that the depletion region is induced by
the surface adsorbed oxygen anions. Therefore, I would expect the modulation of the
depletion region, which is equivalent to the change of the carrier concentration on the
surface, to assist the adsorbing and the desorbing of the oxygen anions. In the way, the
sensor can exhibit a faster response and recovery rate than the thin film based structure.
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In fact, the enhancement in the recovery rate with the gate biasing voltage has been
demonstrated in a similar gated ZnO nanowire structure [236]. To realize this back
gated structure with the established TiO2 thin film, we have to firstly reduce the
thickness of the sapphire from 435 µm to the range of few hundred nm or even less.
This is because a thick insulating sapphire layer would greatly increase the bias voltage
to modulate the fermi energy of the TiO2. The high quality gate sapphire layer can be
deposited with the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition or the atomic layer
deposition. Figure 7.29 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed gate-refreshable
sensor structure.

Metal electrodes
TiO2
Insulating oxide
Gate
Substrate
Figure 7.29 schematic diagram of the proposed gate-refreshable gas sensor.

Metal electrodes
TiO2

Metal electrodes

AlN
Substrate
Figure 7.30 schematic diagram of the proposed acoustic wave assisted gas sensor.
Compared to the gate refreshable scheme, the concept of using acoustic wave to assist
the chemical gas desorption has not been established yet and is thus more challenging
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to be validated. The conceptual schematic diagram of the sensor scheme is proposed in
Figure 7.30. The acoustic wave, especially ultrasonic, is frequently employed to fasten
the physical and chemical dissolving process. Sparked from this typical application of
the acoustic energy, I proposed to use the surface acoustic wave as an additional source
of energy in facilitating the chemical desorbing process. The surface acoustic wave can
be excited by applying biasing voltages on materials like AlN. AlN is also insulating.
Under this condition, the structure is AlN on the substrate, TiO2 as the functional layer
on AlN, one pair of electrical contacts on the AlN layer for the excitation of surface
acoustic wave, and one pair of electrical contacts on TiO2 for the monitoring of the
chemiresistive response towards analytes.
Regarding to the TiO2 thin film sensor device, more efforts can be made to improve the
energy efficiency. This can be achieved by scaling down the size of the sensor structure.
With this approach, the active area of the TiO2 film is reduced and thereby diminishes
the amount of the dissipated energy. The proposal of minimizing the dimensions of the
sensor will involve the nanoscale lithography and patterning steps. To prevent the
damages due to the etching of the extra TiO2, a lift-off process in the lithography is
preferred. If the power consumption of the gas sensor is low enough to match the output
power from energy harvesting systems [41], the gas sensors can then work sustainably
and unattended without the external power [237-239].
The chapter 7.1 in the dissertation discusses the role of surface conditions of the TiO2
thin film sensor on sensing performance. However, one question remain unsolved in
that section is that how to restore the contaminated and rough surface of the TiO2 films
to enhance the sensing performance. Reactive ion etching, UV ozone, and aggressive
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chemical solutions like Piranha can be candidates for the removal of carbon residues.
However, more engineering studies have to be conducted to finalize the carbon
cleaning recipe. In the case of rough surface, annealing seems to be the plausible
method to cure the defects. But, again, it is not easy to find the right temperature and
time to treat the defects while maintaining the high chemical response of the deposited
TiO2 film.
The current work on the topic of metal decorated oxides for gas detection applications
can be extensively extended in the future. First of all, many other metals with good
chemical catalysis, for example Ir, Ru, should be studied by incorporating them into
oxides towards the gas detection. The gas sensing mechanism for a metal oxide system
needs more exploration as well. The addition of metal, and the concomitant deposition
of the oxide states of the metal, on the semiconductor oxides changes surface chemistry
dramatically. While the surface chemistry affects the adsorption and desorption of gas
analytes and the charge transfer strongly, the gas sensing mechanism may be
dramatically different from the proposed mechanism for the TiO2 sensor.
We have demonstrated that the TiO2 nanoparticles functionalized GaN nanowires can
improve the response time from the thin film case. However, the sensor scheme shows
many remaining challenges. The first one is the shifting of the response and recovery
baseline currents, towards the high current direction. This problem can be solved by
reduce the defects in the etched GaN nanowires and the deposited TiO2 layer. The GaN
defects may come from the bulk or surface. The bulk defects should be addressed
during the growth of the GaN layer. The surface defects, which may be induced in the
dry etching process, can be removed with wet chemical etching. The optimization of
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the fabrication of GaN nanowires will involve a number of characterization studies,
like photoluminescence, Raman scattering spectroscopy, XPS, XRD, AFM, and etc.
The defect associated with the deposited TiO2 may be removed with elevated growth
and annealing temperatures as well as the sputtering gas environment. But the
implementation of these changes in the TiO2 deposition conditions should be very
cautious as the oxygen vacancy (defect) also governs the gas sensing performance. The
relatively small sensitivity of the TiO2 functionalized GaN nanowires sensor can be
enhanced by increasing the surface-to-volume ratio of the device. In this path, the
geometries of the GaN nanowire should be further scaled down.
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Appendices

Appendix A.1
NiO and ZnMgO precursor solution
For NiO, nickel acetate tetrahydrate was dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol and
monoethanolamine (MEA) in a glass vial. Similarly, Zn1-xMgxO precursor solution was
prepared separately using zinc acetate tetrahydrate and magnesium acetate tetra hydrate
in the same solvents. The molar ratio of Ni2+/(Zn2++Mg2+):MEA was maintained at 1:1
in the solution. The concentration of Mg2+ was adjusted to form Zn1-xMgxO thin films
with x ranging from 0 to 0.1. Concentration of all metal ions was 0.4 M. The dissolved
precursors were magnetically stirred at 60 °C for 2 hours in a water bath and then
filtered with a 0.45 μm filter.

Appendix A.2
Procedure for ALD deposition of ZnMgO film
Thin films of magnesium-doped zinc-oxide (Zn1-xMgxO) were deposited onto silicon
using a Savannah 100 thermal atomic layer deposition (ALD) system from Cambridge
Nanotech. ALD growth of Zn1-xMgxO was carried out at a substrate temperature of
150 °C by alternating [ZnO] and [MgO] ALD cycles. A typical ALD cycle consisted
of a series of [precursor – purge – oxidant – purge] pulse cycles. Diethylzinc (DEZ,
(C2H5)2Zn) and bis(ethylcyclopentadienyl)magnesium ((EtCp)2Mg, (C2H5C5H4)2Mg)
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were used as the metal precursors for the deposition of the ZnO and MgO layers,
respectively, and deionized water (DI) as the oxidant. For the [ZnO] ALD cycle, we
used 0.015s for the DEZ and DI pulses with 30s purge time between pulses. For the
[MgO] ALD cycle, we adopted 1s for the (EtCp)2Mg and 0.015s for the DI pulses with
30s purge time between pulses. As reported previously, self-limited ALD growth mode
was achieved under these conditions.
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Appendix B
Carrier gas: breathing air.
Conditions
Temperature Humidity

Specs
Analyte
Conc.
UV
Sensiti T80
vity
xylenes
450ppm
ON
RT
>10%
NR
methanol 400ppm
ON
RT
>10%
NR
CO2
1000ppm ON
RT
>10%
NR
CO
1000ppm ON
RT
>10%
NR
HCN
1000ppm ON
RT
>10%
NR
NO2
100ppm
ON
RT
>10%
1.18% 215s
NO2
250ppm
ON
RT
>10%
1.58% 180s
NO2
500ppm
ON
RT
>10%
2.0%
180s
NH3
50ppm
ON
RT
>10%
NR
NH3
100ppm
ON
RT
>10%
0.45%
NH3
250ppm
ON
RT
>10%
0.5%
300s
NH3
500ppm
ON
RT
>10%
0.45% 300s
NO2
100ppm OFF
RT
>10%
1.5%
300s
NO2
250ppm OFF
RT
>10%
2.2%
300s
NO2
500ppm OFF
RT
>10%
2.0%
300s
NH3
10ppm
OFF
RT
>10%
NR
300s
NH3
50ppm
OFF
RT
>10%
NR
NH3
100ppm OFF
RT
>10%
NR
NH3
250ppm OFF
RT
>10%
NR
NH3
500ppm OFF
RT
>10%
NR
The detailed list of analytes responses to TiO2 thin film based gas sensor.
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T20

240s
240s
240s

300s
300s
300s
300s
300s
300s

Appendix C

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure C.1. AFM images reveal the transition of Au particles (a, b, and c) into film (d)
on sapphire substrates with increased deposition time and power. The surface rms
roughness of the deposited Au layer from a to d increases as well. The estimated
numbers are 0.695 nm, 0.895 nm, 1.41 nm and 2.58 nm for a, b, c, and d, respectively.
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Figure C.2. Height profile of the selected line, indicated by the white dash line in the
inset AFM image.

Figure C.3. 3D rendering of Figure C.1.d.
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Appendix D
Fabrication details of the demonstrated semiconductor/metal systems for detecting
various gas analytes.

Material system

Oxide thickness

Annealing condition

Metal thickness

TiO2-Pt
TiO2-Cu
SnO2-Cu

11 nm
11 nm
96 nm

700 ⁰C in Ar
700 ⁰C in Ar
N.A.

2 nm
2 nm
10 nm

SnO2-Pd

96 nm

2 nm

SnO2-Fe
CuO

96 nm
100 nm

N.A.
N.A.
700 ⁰C in Ar
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2 nm
N.A.
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